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Sanford, North Carohna Los Angeles, California 
Presenting Gaylord's New 1993 Reference Catalog. 
At nearly 550 pages, it's bigger than ever. With an 
incredible array of new supplies, equipment, furniture, 
and services, it's better thanever. 
- 
And thanks to our new quick- 
reference tabs - another library- 
supplier first from Gaylord - it's 
faster and easier to use, too. 
You'll find yourself racing 
through all sorts of new, exciting 
ways to save money, improve patrol 
service, protect your collection, and make your life 
easier, including: 
) New GuardianE' Security Products - from the most 
sensitive electronic security system and tags 
available . . . to monitoring systems, AV cases, traffic 
control devices, and more. 
) New Furniture - featuring our Allusion line, with 
flowing modularity, plus our strilung New Traditions 
and Nouveau collections, for high style at low prices. 
) New Archival Supplies and Equipment - to protect, 
preserve, and prolong the life of your collection. 
) New Gaylord Custom Direct Products - 
manufactured to your library's own specifications in 
our factories, or customized and personalized to meet 
your needs. 
) New Labeling Products - including an expanded 
SE-LIN line with new pin-fed labels, plus UV-resistant 
label protectors. 
) Free Help Lines -put you in touch with archival and 
furniture experts for fast, convenient advice and help 
with your most challenging problems. 
)And Much, Much More. 
If you haven't gotten your free copy of the thickest, 
quickest Gaylord Reference Catalog ever, call our toll- 
free number today. 
) 1-800-448-6160 FAX: 1-800-272-3412 
The Trusted Source 
Guelph, Ontario 
spring I993 IA 
We're serving 
somethmgspeclal, a 
Professl on for the information professionul. 
Specializin in your specialty. f SilverPlatter o ers spemhzed databases, 
specifically for your field, with information 
that ranges from: 
b Business to Technology, 
b Chemistry to Mathematics, 
b Finance to Energy, 
and everywhere in between. 
SilverPlatter supports you and your end 
users by providing instant access to unique 
and vital research not necessarily available 
from any other source. 
A business solution. 
And, SilverPlatter offers sophisticated 
and powerful search software 
enabling you to access s p x d n d  
information quickly and easily. 
Specialized databases, 
dedicated to your research, 
accessed through powevful software, 
all from SilverPlntter. 
To find out more, 
stop by our booth 
at gM in June. Or, call 
today! 
Bringing -& and in- tqetht'. 
Call today 8-40064. 
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So, how will you trim your searck 
Everyone's offering lower database rates. which tiles give you the most hits on  ;,lour 
But for truly powerful cost cutting, you need topic. You pry only the low DIAI.1UI)EX 
the unmatched prod~~ctivity and control only hourly rate rather than the L l l  database rat, 
Dialogm delivers. It  gives you greater detail, more capabilities 
Timr i i  moniy. 0twPowerfd sear'h tools saw bai and searching poiver you just can't get from 
Use LXALINDEX" to  determine up  front STN or Mead. 
special lihuries 
Use Onesearch" to search n ~ u l t ~ p l e  files 
s~rnultaneously. W l t h  no up-front fees, ~t 'z  
more economical and far more inclusive than 
Mead's OMNl for cross-file searching. 
Pay o n l ~  for thii specific information JOU need. 
-- 
With Dialog's exclusive R E P O R T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
and its custom table capability, you don't 
have to pay for a whole record to get a specific 
piece of data. You d o  with Mead. 
Use our  finder files to locate databases 
that have specific product, journal or company 
namcs. You don't have to spend connect time 
in databases that don't meet your needs. 
Dialog's pricing is straightforward and 
iibovc. board. We give you online estimates. 
You can preview out- 
put  charges with our 
exclusive SET NOTICE 
comniand. There are no 
per search term fecs. 
Cut Time & 
Save Money." N o  hidden costs. N o  
fixed-price bait-and- 
swit-ch tactics with big second-year premiums. 
Whi le  other services talk low database 
prices,  dialog*^ cost-cutting power and quali ty 
of content give you the greatest online 
productivity and value. 
See all the ways to trim your costs in our 
booklet, "10 7 ; p s  to Cut Time Cr Save Monej." 
Call Dialog Sales at  1-800-3-DIALOG. 
F The Answer is in Dialog 
DdoR lniormatmn Semcer Inc A Knlghr-Rldder Grnpan) 
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Publisher: David R. Bender Cover by: Anita Winf ie ld 
Advertising: Aliso Nesmith Cooper 
speciollibrories (ISSN: 0038-67231 is published quarterly (Win- 
ter, Spring, Summer, Foll, Annuol Index in Foll Issue) by Special 
Librories Associotion, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, 
DC 20009-2508 Tel(2021234-4700 Fox (202)265-9317. 
Special Librories Assotiotion assumes no responsibility for the 
stotements and opinions advanced by the contributors to the 
Association's publications. lnformotion for Contributors appears 
in SpecmlLibrories 83 (no. 4): (Fall 1992l.A publication catalog 
is avoibble from the Association Headquarters. Editoriol views do 
not necessarily represent the official position of Speciol Librories 
Asstxiofion. Acceptance of on odvertisement does not imply 
endorsement of the product by Special Libraries Association. 
Subscriptions (1993 rotes): Standord Subscription (includes 
Specmllibrories and Specmint, SLA's monthly newletter) $60, 
US.; S65,oll non4.S. Single copies of Specm/libraries (Summer 
1992- ] $10; single copies of Specialist (Jonuory 1992- ) 
$3.50. SWs annual membership directory Who's Who inSpecio1 
librories 1992/93(sold separately) is $35 members; $50 non- 
members. Cloims for missing issues will not be allowed i f  received 
more than six months from dote of issue. No claims ore ollowed 
becouse of failure to notify the Membership Department or the 
Subscription Deportment (see above] of a change of address, or 
becouse copy is "missing from files." 
Membersshould send their communications to the SLA Member- 
ship Deportment, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Woshington, DC 
20009-2508. NonmemberSubscribersshould sendtheir commu- 
nications to the SLA Subscription Deportment, 1700 Bghteenth 
Street, NW, Woshington, DC 20009-2508. 
Refund Policy:Duetothecostof processing a reimbursement, the 
Association's policy is that "No refunds will be issued for amounts 
under SS.00." 
Changes o f  Address: Allow six weeks for all changes to become 
effect~e. All communications should include both old ond new 
addresses (with ZIPCodes] andshould be accompanied by a mailing 
bbel from a recent issue. 
Postmaster: Send address changes to Special 
librories, S~ecial Librories Association, 1700 
Subscriptions: Publications Department 
Back Issues 6 Hard Cover Reprint: Some back issues 
ovoiloble from Krous Reprint Corp., 16 Eat 46th St., New York, 
NY. To check ovoilobility call (80012234323. Hardcopy, Micro- 
film 8 Microfiche Editions (1910- ): Inquire University Micro- 
films lnternationol, 300 North Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48106- 
1346, USA. Tel (313)761-4700 Fox (313)665-5022. Micro- 
forms ofthecurrent year oreavailableonly tocurrentsubxribers 
to the original. 
Indexed in: Bookk'eviewlnde~ Computer Contents, Cumulo~ive 
Index to Nursing ondAllied Health literoture, HistoricolAbstrocts, 
Hospital literoture Index, Internotion01 Bibliogrophy o f  Book 
Reviews, lnternationol Bibliography o f  Periodic01 lileroture, li- 
brory literature, Management Index, Public Affairs lnformotion 
Serv~e, ond Sriente Citotion Index. 
Abstracted in: Combridge kientif ir Absrrixts, In formotion ki- 
e ~ e  Abstracts, INSPEC, and library & Informofion 5cienceAbstmds. 
Advertising: Acceptance of on odvertisement does not imply 
endorsement of the product by Speciol Libraries Associotion. 
1993 rates I t ime 4 times 
Full page $755 ..................... $650 
Half Page .. 465 ....................... 410 
Quorfer Page ...................-. 290 ....................... 245 
Cover 2 . 970 .. 855 
Cover 3 .. 880 ....................... 780 
Cover 4 1 025 ....................... 920 
Special Positions* ................ 970 ....................... 855 
* Foting Cover 2, focing the Table of Conlents, facing the lead 
orticle or editoriol. 
For informotion on four-color odvertising, contact Director, Mar- 
keting, SLA Tel(2021234-4700 Fox (202)265-9317. 
A 15% commission i s  allowed to recognized odvertising agencies 
on bore price of disploy ad. No cash discount is given. 
MEMBERSHIP DUES: 
Member or Associate Member $75 
Student Member $15 
~ i ~ h t e e n i h  street, NW, Washington, DC 20009- Retired Member S15 
2508. Second class postoge poid at Washington, Sustoining Member $300; 
DC, and at additional offices. Sponsor $500 
Palron $1,000 
@ 1993 by Special Libraries Association. 
Materid protected by this copyright may be photocopied, with credit, for the nontornmercial purpose of xholorship or research. 
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Food Industry Information the Smart Way. 
Foods Intelligence" on compact Disc 
Produced by BIOSIS and SilverPlatter", Foods 
Iritelligevice o n  CD covers scientific and trd. de jour- 
nals, business publications, U S .  patents, h k s  and 
meeting literature - a  wide range of sources essentidl 
to keeping you current on developments in the 
rapidly growing food industry. 
Unmatched Coverage of Food Science 
and Business Information! 
Updated qudrterly to provide the latest news, Foods 




marketing and advertising trends 
- government regulations 
and more! 
More Information for Less Money. 
Best of all, Foods Ir~tell igei~ce o n  CD provides more 
than dad/& the i t ~ ~ ~ t i o n  supplied by similar compdct 
disc products -for a lou~erprict! 
Obtain food intluscry information the smart way: 
choose the timely, comprehensive and cost-effective 
source, Foods l~rtelligerrre oa CD! 
BlOSlS is a registered trdernark of Biological Abstracts, I n .  SilverPlatter is 
a registered trademark of SilverPktter Inter~tional ,  N.V. l i c e n d  to Silver. 
Plater Information, I n .  
Call Today for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc! 
1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA) 
(21 5) 58% 4800 (worldwide) 
Or return the coupon. 
I I 
YES! I'd like to learn more about Foods 
I / Intelligeirie ow CD Send the following today: I 
I j O 30-Day Free Trial Disc O Free Source Lirr 
I I 
I I I Organ~ntioo I 
I I I I Addreu; I 
I I 
I I 
I c1ty I Sure I 
I 
I I Country I Postal Code I I 
I 
I I I I Phonr I 
I Return t h ~ s c o u p  to BIOSIS, krkeung  Depnrnent,?l(iO Arch 
I Strwt, Plu!.idelphia, PA 19103 -139  USA,or to the O f k i d  R e p  I 
I I resentahem Authorized Distributor m your area. Fax: (215) 58;- I 
2016. Internet: BIG5ISBAI.RELAY.UPEhTN EDU SL493 
BIOSIS" 
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY AND NUTRITION 
editedby Robert Macrae, Richard Robinson, and Michele Sadler 
the w i r k  embraces 
The principles and opplitations of traditional and 
modern food production and processing techniques 
Food storoge and distribution 
Quolity control and legislation 
Biotechnologicol applications in the food industry 
For nutritionists, the Encyclo aedia offers o B distillation of current knowle ge and working 
practices, including 
Dietary requirements and the nutritional value of foods 
The role of nutrition in  health ond disease 
Physiological and biothernical aspects of nutrition 
Cultural, sociologitol, and dernogrophic influences 
and implicotions 
t l initol nutrition and dietetics 
For undergroduote and groduote students of food 
studies ond nutrition, the Encyclopaedia is on essential 
reference work for  ol l  subiects reloted to the sciences o f  
food and nutrition. I t  wi l l  prove invaluable to students o f  
food science, food technology, nutrition, dietetics, and food 
odministrotion as well as to students of multidisciplinary 
subiects. 
world's leading stientists and 
approved by an independent 
review procedure 
Approximately 3 million words 
Tailored to suit on internotionol audience 
Entries ollow easy access for the non-spetialist reader 
Easy-to-use, meticulously organized 
Extensive cross-referenring system links related articles 
Suggestions for reading ot the end of each article allow 
easy access to the primary literature 
61 1 4  pages in o large 8 x 11 ", double-column format for 
clarity ond accessibility 
Generously illustrated, including full color plates in 
each volume 
Eight-Volume Set 
Pre-publication Price: $1,795.00* 
June 1993, c. 61 1 4  pp. 
ISBN: 0-12-226850-4 
'Exp~res on h l  day o f  month af publ~cotion 
Order from your local bookseller or d~rectly from 
- -  - 
P w e 5  subpct 10 change w8thoul notice 1993 by Academc Press n c  All R ~ g h l ~  Reserved LK CEP,DC 1 9 0 2 3  
ACADEMIC PRESS 
HBJ Order Fulf~llment Dept. DM17915 
6277 Sea Harbor D n v e .  Orlando. FL 32887 
8A special libraries 




W h a t  does t mean to request documenb from 
the largest provlder of SEC information In the world? 
Blgger means virtually the largest library of SEC 
lnformation available Only Disclosure offers two 
mllllon documents datmg back 23 years Ask us 
for any SEC document And we'll dellver ~t -- fast1 
Blgger means superlor technology Our unique 
electronic Index enables us to confirm your order 
instantly And our exclusive dlg~tal Image system 
provldes you w ~ t h  copies of extraordinary quality 
Bigger also means expert research services. Our 
specially trained staff has access to years of SEC 
filings, so even the most obscure information 
1s readlly avallable. And they'll see to ~t that your 
request 1s processed accurately and delivered quickly. 
Blgger means the most documents, the hlghest 
quality coples and the most experienced staff, 
but it doesn't mean you'll pay blgger prlces for 
our services. Give us a call at 8001638-8241 





Struggling to survive in the face of severe federal 
funding cutbacks, more and more Native 
American tribes have turned to gambling to keep 
their reservations going. With some reservation 
casinos grossing millions of dollars a year, the plan 
has seemed successful. But some state legislators 
No one looks at the world like PAlS 
In Print: PAlS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINTm PAIS SUB ECT HEADINGS Online Throu h: DATA-STAR + DIALOG . OCLC RLG 
On CD-ROM: PAM ON CD-ROM PAlS INTERNATIONAL b N  SILVERPLATTER On ~ q n e ~ c % a ~ e :  CONTACT PAlS FOR lNFORMATlON 
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1 here are no easy answers 
m sclence and technology.. 
but you can find them easilv on STN International" 
Designed especially for scientists and engineers, the 
STN network includes more than 150 databases 
from some of the world's leading publishers of tech- 
nical information. This powerful resource is easily 
accessible to you through your personal computer 
or workstation, 
STN helps you solve problems-about anything 
from chemistry to biorechnology to environmental 
geology to materials engineering to pharmaceutical 
R&D. If the answers lie anywhere in the technical 
literature and patents of the world, chances are 
you'll find them on STN. 
Here's a question you should ask right away: 
Does your organization already have access to STN? If 
not, contact us today to request your free STN Infor- 
mation Kit. 
Call STN at 1-800-933-4350 (or 614-447-3731; Fax: 
61 4-447-371 3) .  
STN I \  operated In Norrh America bv Chemical Absrracrs Srrvlce, 
a dw~sion  of the American ~ h e r n l c a l ' ~ o c i q  
spring 1993 
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1 0170 GREAT INSTITUTIONS 
COMBINE TO FORM A 
NEW FORCE IN 
BIOMEDICAL INFORMATION 
0 n March 1st 1903 the Uurcau ofHygicnc and Troplcal I>~seases became part o f  C A B  Intcrnat~onal, brlngmg together two of  the 
world's leading publishers o f  scientific and biomedical information. 
Established In 1908, the I ~ L I ~ ~ J L I  IS one of thc  world's oldest jnd most 
authori tat~vc sources o f  ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n  public health, t rop~cal  and 
communicable discascs and t l ~ c ~ r  control. Its bibliographic d;~tabasc. 
cornpilcd from over 1,200 sourccs IS available online through IIIMIII, 
and printed journals and tiewslctters include Tropirol Discarcs Bullrtitr, 
Abstrortr ~f~Hy,yrcnr or d Cwr~ttruwiiohle Discwws, C~rrrcwt .4ids Litoroturc, 
Aids Ncu~rlettrr and Puhlil- Ncdtlr X t w s .  
'Thchc titles will enhance CA13 International'\ esi5tmg range of 
b~omcdical publ~cations and new electronic products arc being planned 
to completnent the currcnr raltge ofCI1-ROM's, not'ibly CAUCI) (.ill 
o f C A B  ABSTRACTS on ( 1 1  )-[(OM) m d  the C A B  Spectrum range of 
spcc~alizcd C1)-RCIM databases including VETCI),  CABI'ESTCII, 
'TREECI), HOllT'(:I), 13EASTCIl and SOILCI). 
For further mfurmation on all C A B  International pri~itcd and electronic 
~nfor rna t~on  products, plcasc conract the Marketing Ikpartmcnt .  
spring 1993 13A 
THE When You Need An Answer Fast and i t  Has to be Right Offering broad coverage. unparalleled accuracy. and un- 
WILSON matched currency, the Wilhon Indexes are your key to important literature in business and law. science and technology, art, educa- tion. the humanities, the social sciences. and general reference. 
Now you can search these renowned indexes in print, on INDEXES CD-ROM. on tape, and online. 
Business Periodicals Equally access~ble to business people, librarians, researchers, and students, BPI offers fast access to up-to-the-mlnute information on the latest trends as reported 
Index In 350 of today's leadlng buslness rnagazlnes. coverlng these and other areas, 
- Accountlno . Acou~sitions & Meroers Advertisina . Bankina . Buildina B, Con- 
"The best index for-business research. 
A M E R l C A h  REFERENCE BOOK5 ANNUAL 
struction 6omrn~n1cations. Computers - ~conomlcs,  ~lecironlcs . ~nglneering 
Finance & Investments. Government Regulations Industrial Relations - Insurance 
International Business . Management. Marketing Occupational Health and Safety 
- 011 & Gas. Personnel Publishing . Real Estate Small Bus~ness - Taxation 
AVAILABILITY 
Print Eleven monthly Issues wllh quarterly and annual cumularions 
retrospect~ve covelage lrom 1958 to date sod on the servlce bass (perodcal "old~~gs 
Online, CDROM, and Tape: Coverage from 82 
CD ROM annual subscrpt~on (monthly disci 5' 495 
Findlng buslness mformation has never been easier This remarkable new refer Wilson ence tool lets you cut q h t  to the answers to busmess questions I full nformative 
AbstrYaCb abstracts Providing quick easy access to more than 73 000 abstracts each year- from 350 core ~eriodicals- WBA ~ u t s  lntormation as varied and wlde ranqlnq as 
the buslness world Itself at your fingertips 
T h e  power of weekly updates wlth no charge online database access 
between monthly discs 
The power of multiple electron~c formats 
The power of 200 000 expert abstracts with your lnltial 
subscription on a single WlLSONDlSC 
T h e  power to del~ver pinpoint accuracy through over 57 000 WBA 
sublect terms In easv to use bus~ness lanquaqe 
v 
"The oualitv of this database is verv AVAILABILITY 
essentiaipoints of an article. " 
R E F E R E N C E  OUARTERLY 
Invaluable for law schools law firms bar associations attorneys pdges ~urists Index lo Legal and researchers at all lev& ,LPoffers thorough reliable lndexing 01 afiicles in 
Periodicals some 620 leading legal lournals bar association organs law reviews and govern r e n t  oublications orlainatina from the U S U K Canada Puerio R~co Ireland 
~ u s t r e l ~ a  and New ~ i a l a n d  Subject areas covered include 
Banking Constitut~onal Law - Crlmlnal Law. Environmental Protection Labor 
Law a LandordITenant Decisions . Malpractice Suits. Multinational Corporations . 
Public Law & Polltics . Securities & Antitrust Legislation . Tax Law & Estate Planning 
iLPalso offers a Table of Cases and a Table of Statutes and an index to reviews 
of current books What s more Wilson offers a separate ILP ihesaurbs that saves 
you time and expense whetber you are searching online on CD ROM or in privt 
AVAILABILITY 
In Prmt: Eleven monthly Issues wth quarterly and annual curnulatiors retrospective 
'A useful, well-recog?lzed coverage lrom 1952 to dale annual subscrlplion $225 U S and Canada $245 other cobntrles 
reference source Online, CD.ROM, and Tape: Coverage from 8 81 CD ROM annual subscr~pllon monthly 
nEFtnENCE R00K5 ANNUAL disc) $1 495 ILP Thesaurus 76pp $65 U S 8 Canada $80 other countres 
To order, or for more information o n  these o r  any of the other Wilson Indexes, call toll-free: 
800-367-6770. Outside of the U S and Canada call 718 588 8400 Fax 718 590 161 7 
T H E  H , H ' , H . E L S O \  C O M P l N \ '  
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AUTOMATION NEWS 
ED1 IS NOTHING 
NEW AT 
BIRMINGHAM, AL- 
We've been doing ED1 
(Electronic Da t a  I n t e r -  
change) since long before 
computer-to-computer com- 
munication was defined by 
a s ty l ish  acronym. 
Our  EBSCONETG Online 
Subscription Service ha s  
been processing electronic 
orders and claims sent from 
customer terminals since 
1980. We've also been ~ 
accepting online files of 1 
orders  a n d  claims from 
major library systems for 1 
years. 
And EBSCO is committed I 
to the future of EDI, includ- I 
ing active involvement in , 
I 
EDI. I 
EBSCO DOES IT! I - 
EBSCO. - - - -  
t h e  development of ED1 
s t anda rds  by serving on 
international committees. 
We've not only adopted the 
new X12.856 ( ICEDIS-  
approved) format for dis- 
patch data but have begun 
displaying t he  d a t a  on 
EBSCONET. And we a r e  
current ly  t e s t ing  SISAC 
draft formats for invoices 
and claims. 
If you're interested in work- 
ing with a serials vendor 
wi th  eons of experience 
with electronic communica- 
tion, give us a call today. 
International Headquarters 
P.O. Box 1943 
Birmingham, A .  35201-1943 
(205) 991-6600 
FAX (205) 991-1479 
Introducing an international business 
resource with the speed, ease and precision of CD-ROM 
Ward's and World Business Directories on CD-ROM 
Companies International CD- 
ROM combines valuable data 
from two Gale resources to 
provide immediate access to 
descriptions and contact infor- 
mation for nearly 250,000 busi- 
nesses worldwide. 
More than 90%) of the company list- 
ings derived from Ward's Business LXrectory 
are difficult-to-track, privately-held firms. From the 
new World Trade a en& Associatior? World Business Directory comes detailed contact informa- 
tion on nearly 105,000 large, medium, and small businesses in 190 countries. 
On-screen menus let both first-time and experienced searchers access information by: 
geographical location - city, state, postal code, area code, or country 
9 size - sales volume, number of employees 
industries served 
product types - made, sold, or distributed 
Combine two or more variables for a fast and highly targeted data search. Then print or 
download your data to disk. 
Ready, Summer 1993 
Single user version - $1995.00. 
Network version - $2995.00. 
To order,  or for more  
in format ion,  c a l l  to l l - f ree:  Gale Research lnc. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 7 7 - G A L E  
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0, NOT FOR A JOB. N We're inviting you to 
search our databases for the latest 
information on applied technology. 
Because in a globally competi- 
tive market, you need current news 
and analysis of new products and 
emerging technologies. You also 
need to know whether your own 
company's investments in research 
and development are paying off. 
The Most 
Com@rehensive 
Source On Emerging 
Technologies. 
Available on the online services 
used most by technical researchers, 
PROMT,'" Trade & Industry Index/ 
A S A R  and Newsletter Database'" 
comprise the most extensive online 
source of information on new prod- 
ucts and emerging technologies 
covering every major industry in 
the world today. 
Our databases feature more than 
3,000 of the world's leading trade 
publications, newsletters, and 
specialized industry periodicals- 
such as Inside R&D, Speciality 
Chemicals, Urethanes Technology, 
Advanced Manufacturing Technol- 
ogy, Metallurgia, European Polymer 
Paint Coloul; High Tech Ceramics 
News, and Japanese New Materials 
Elect~mic Materials. 
Your researchers already rely 
on some of these sources to track 
competitor activities, monitor envi- 
ronmental issues and government 
regulations, and evaluate the impact 
of new developments in technology. 
However, there are many sources 
they don't have access to. 
Beyond The 
Technical And Patent 
In our databases, you'll find news 
and information on emerging tech- 
nologes, research plans, product 
testing, manufacturing processes, 
and licensing agreements. Plus the 
latest industry overviews, trends, 
forecasts, and market share data. 
And not just on your industry, 
but on competitive industries with 




We also offer specialized files such 
as Conzputer Database:" Health 
Periodicals Database,'" and Aero- 
spacelDefense Markets & Technology" 
(A/DM&T) which provide a wealth 
of material on new products and 
technologies from key technical 
publications covering the computer, 
health, and aerospace industries. 
The Most Full Text 
In The World. 
When it comes to full text, there's 
no better place in the world to be. 
Because we offer the most full text 
online, with unparalleled coverage 
in the area of applied technology. 
And daily updating from many of 
our full text databases. 
So, we're not asking you to apply 
for a job. We only want you to see 
what a great job our databases can 
do for you. 
If you're a technical librarian, 
apply here. 
Call Us Today. 
To find out more about our vast 
collection of technology sources, 
and to register for a free seminar, 
call us toll-free at 1-800-321-6388 
Or call us at +44 71 494-3817 for 
online search assistance in most 
European languages. 
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Which online service sheds more 
light on intellectual property? 
When  you need to protect against TRAIIEMAKKSCAN~ you can research 
infringement, screen for trademark common law trademarks and prior 
availability or monitor competitive art in our scientific, technical and 
activity, DialoQ is your most business files, or litigation 
illuminating resource. with our news sources. You 
Only Dialog covers the can search most Dialog data- 
three areas of intelIectua1 property - bases through WEST LAW.^ too. 
trademarks, patents and copyrights- Call for our intellectual property 
with the most authoritative, in-depth source list. You'll see why no other 
databases available from one service. service holds a candle to Dialog. 
Besides essentials like 1NW.DOC and I-800-%DIALOG. 
The Answer is in Dralog 
18A spec;ul libraries 
The Creative Professional and Knowledge 
by l orri Zipperer 
A case stud was used to define information needs of professionals in an active f" exhibit design irm. Structured, open-ended interviews served as the data collection 
instrument. Information as to how users gather and use needed information was 
compiled. lnformation was often collected through similar actions by different 
users. Personal experiences of colleagues served as commonly used sources. Text 
sources were used when available, but reliance on them was minimal. The main 
conclusion is that this firm would benefit from the use of centralized information 
sources. Although this conclusion is a plicable to the exhibit design and the design 
field in general, the technical nature o ! this environment and its subject matter may 
not provide a suitable career alternative for the art librarian. 
Introduction 
In thechapter notes for acollection of essays 
discussing therealm of theart librarians, Philip 
Pacey states that as actual and potential users 
of art libraries, designers have received rela- 
tively little attention. He complains that al- 
though some public libraries have attempted 
to address the needs of this creative popula- 
tion, very few design firms actually have in- 
house information facilities staffed with pro- 
fessional librarians (Pacey 1985). To support 
this notion, Pacey includesa 1978 article which 
outlines the possibilities presented through 
librarianldesigner collaborations. More recent 
support arose during a symposium held at the 
1990 Art Librarians Society of North America 
(ARLIS/NA) conference in New York. There, 
participants addressed concerns that profes- 
sional design had not been stressed in the past 
as an area of library interest. It is evident that 
in twelve years professional relations between 
librarians and designers have remained unde- 
veloped. 
Problem Statement 
Interest in exploring the role of the special 
librarian in the design fieldcameabout through 
three stimuli: salary of the art librarians, the 
development of new areas for special libraries, 
and the need for special libraries in design. 
The premise that the for-profit creative com- 
munity can present fulfilling professional op- 
portunities and competitive wages for the art 
librarian is a factor in the reasoning behind this 
project. The design community is generally 
not mentioned in the literature, presented at 
conferences, or suggested at library schools as 
an option for the art librarian who wants a 
wage beyond that available in academia or 
museums. 
The second factor is moreuniversal in scope. 
In its research agenda, Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation (SLA) addressed the issue of expan- 
sion into new areas of librarianship by stating 
that there is a need for research defining the 
"information seeking and using behaviors of 
pcople in different professions or fields of 
work" (Drake 1989). To best define the user 
needs of designers, studies should be done 
within the unique environments of these pro- 
fessionals. 
The third factor is a concern for the profes- 
sional library market in Chicago. In thecurrent 
Chicagearea yellow pages, more than 280 
exhibit and display companies are listed, many 
of which represent design houses that create 
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trade show exhibits. According to the Illinois 
chapter of the Special Libraries Association, 
no special libraries in design are known to 
exist in Chicago, despite the large number of 
design firms. 
Purpose of Study 
Due to these three factors, an exploration 
into the information requirements of exhibit 
designers seems like a progressive endeavor. 
The lack of centralized information within the 
exhibit design business and the expansion of 
the art librarian specialty beyond traditional 
areas of creative or visual information work 
are both ideas worthy of attention in library 
research. 
This case study will examine how one firm 
generates, disseminates, and uses information 
by looking at how information is obtained by 
designers and their colleagues and by evaluat- 
ing the effectiveness of their manner of gath- 
ering needed information. This will yield a 
statement regarding the efficacy of their infor- 
mation environment and their need for special 
library services. 
Review of the Literature 
Edward G. Strable, formerpresident of SLA, 
defined a primary function of the Special Li- 
braries Association as fostering the develop- 
ment of new avenues of specialization for the 
information professional (Suable 1972). The 
movement toward clarification of less-uadi- 
tional user needs makes various markets open 
to study through the research of library stu- 
dents and library professionals. 
Benedict Austen suggests the design profes- 
sion would benefit from an exploration into 
user needs. In order to best satisfy the 
profession's defined needs, an information 
retrieval and distribution system should be 
tailored to the needs of the individual design- 
ers. He also suggests that a pilot activity based 
on one design discipline would be sensible 
(Austen 1978). 
In 1990, ARLIS/NA supported the idea of 
"strengthening the role of the librarian as a 
member of the design team" by organizing the 
aforementioned symposium (Dorszynski 
1990). Limited in its scope to library resources 
on product design, it was still progressive in 
that it was the f is t  instance that a professional 
library association addressed the needs of the 
for-profit creative community. To build on 
this reformctive action, specific exploration 
regarding the environments in which design- 
ers function must take place. 
Overall, designers' information needs have 
been defined. Drawing on his experience as an 
industrial designer, Ben Austen (1978) states 
the following as the logical sequence of de- 
signers' information needs: 
technical, scientific, and statistical data 
to determine a factual knowledge base 
and design parameters 
design case studies or examples of ex- 
isting products on the market 
information on samples, materialsform- 
ing, and production processes 
names and addresses of appropriate 
manufacturers,contractors, component 
suppliers, technical consultants, and 
information on cost 
documents stating statutory and patent 
requirements and other standards re- 
quired by law 
books, magazines, journals 
In addition, Mary Rose O'Conner, a British 
technical librarian, surveyed the Society of 
Industrial Artists and Designers in 1978 to 
investigate where its members obtained the 
technical information they required. She dis- 
covered that designers generally have diffi- 
culty finding the information they need be- 
cause of the lack of sufficiently relevant ser- 
vices. Her report suggested inquiry into the 
information needs of designers (Designer 
1977). More recent discussions of designers' 
needs in the literature include a report of Dan 
Formosa'scommentsat theNew York ARLISI 
NA symposium. He notes important design- 
ers' needs as those that aid in 1) the design 
solution, 2) the visualization of ideas, 3) the 
reading of an image instead of copy, 4) the 
communication of meaning, and 5 )  the making 
of usable information (Dorszynski 1990). Be- 
yond these examples, library literature has 
very little on designers other than their effects 
on library work space. 
The library profession supports the study of 
user needs. However, the methods of deter- 
mining those needs are varied. Empirical re- 
search, which entails systematic observation, 
description, and analysis of behavior without 
assigning numerical value,proves useful when 
applied to research involving the occupations 
and professions (Winter 1988). Robert C. 
Newhouse, in his article on participant-obser- 
vation methodology, suggests that it is virtu- 
ally impossible to examine one part of an 
organization without including the entire or- 
ganization. He states that the technique of 
observation has been well developed and is a 
valid approach for structuring library research 
(Newhouse 1989). Michael Winter supports 
the idea of the study of users and patterns of 
information use. He parallels the institutional 
environment with sociological systems of 
people and social structure by looking at groups 
and their information needs within the larger 
context of human knowledge (Winter 1988). 
He therefore supports the idea of studying one 
officeas aunit instead of applying O'Conner's 
survey methodology toexhibit designers rather 
than industrial designers. 
Definitions 
The following definitions stand within the 
context of this study. 
The Chen-Hemon study (1982) on the in- 
formation seeking and user needs of New 
England "average citizens" developed the fol- 
lowing three definitions. They were chosen for 
use in this study because they incorporate 
creative thinking as an information catalyst. 
Information: all knowledge, ideas, facts, 
data, and imaginative works of mind that are 
committed formally and/or informally in any 
format. 
Information needs: gaps in understanding 
when people find themselves in a situation 
where they must make a decision, answer a 
question, locate a fact, solve a problem, or 
understand something. 
Information-seeking Datterns: the paths 
pursued by individuals in the attempt to re- 
solve a need. 
Professional design terminology, unless oth- 
erwise noted, was formulated through contact 
made during the data-collection phase of this 
project. 
RenderindSketch: The product the de- 
signers use to communicate their initial ideas 
to the client. Several sketches may be done 
before advancing to the next produc tion phase. 
Model: A three-dimensional mock-up of a 
finished rendering. Used as a communication 
instrument among the designer, the account 
executive, and the client. 
Booth: The final product of the exhibit 
firms's efforts. Used primarily at trade shows 
and exhibitions within the context of the pro- 
fessional meeting, they are standard in size. 
Lengths increase in increments of ten feet and 
heights of generally eight to twelve feet are 
customary. 
Primarv users/Provider: Positions that 
serve as the major contact and user of a spe- 
cific type of information. A primary user is 
seen as the major source for a type of informa- 
tion. 
Secondarv ~~ersIProvider~: Positions that 
receive and use information once removed. 
This use digests information already compiled 
and makes it available to others. 
Focused interview: Interviewsin which the 
respondent is interviewed for a short period of 
time. The inquiry follows a predetermined set 
of questions with allowance for opinion and 
the respondents' insights into the subject be- 
ing explored (Yin 1982). 
Methodology 
Designers combine theneeds of their clients 
with both scientific and creative information. 
Characteristics of structure, consideration of 
materials, current trends, styles, and opinions 
are types of information used daily as design- 
ers work (U.S. Department of Labor 1990-9 1). 
Exhibition designersareresponsiblefor "the 
advertisement in three dimensions, or a 
company's product or service" (Rattenbury 
1971). Exhibition design itself combines gen- 
eral design principles with elements of archi- 
tecture, interior design, marketing, engineer- 
ing, public speaking, simple salesmanship, 
and craftsmanship. 
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The exhibit company studied is located in 
Chicago, Illinois. The breadth of its operation 
ranges from housing interactive educational 
programs to crating and shipping finished 
booths. The firm's wares can be seen in such 
diverse environments as zoos, museums, and 
trade shows in locations worldwide. Much of 
what it produces is done in-house, therefore 
providing a unique environment for the ex- 
amination of how a variety of information 
needs and acquisition patterns can exist and be 
addressed in one place. 
In the course of this case study, two visits to 
the f i  took place. The first visit's purpose 
was to observe the physical qualities, titles 
used, subjects covered, and locations of units 
of the information access system already in 
place. The second visit took place after the 
interviews, to locate and look at sources iden- 
tified during the data-collection phase of the 
research. 
The Chen-Hernon study (1982) divided its 
data to address specific areas that pertain to, or 
affect, the user: 1) world in which the indi- 
vidual information seeker exists, 2) general 
makeup of information providers, 3) relation- 
ship between the needs and providers, 4) suc- 
cess rate resolving information needs, and 5 )  
relationship between types of providers. Once 
the data were collected, these elements were 
used toorganize the types of information used, 
the sources most used to obtain it, and the 
efficacy of that process. The process of meet- 
ing information needs must be viewed from 
the perspective of the individual information 
seeker. Designers create the product on which 
the firm's activity is based, therefore, generat- 
ing information needs. Focused interviews, 
starting with the designers, were the primary 
method of collecting data. 
Once familiarity with the firm was estab- 
lished, focused interviews with the designers 
took placeand revealed whichemployees were 
responsible for developing office information- 
seeking patterns. Consequently, initial inter- 
views were followed by similar interviews 
with the designated representatives of each of 
the noted information-using groups. 
Five interviews took place. A sixth 
interviewee was unable to comply due to time 
constraints. All information on this position 
was gleaned through interviews with colleagues 
involved in the study. 
A short follow-up questionnaire, based on 
Austen's list of designers' needs, was distrib- 
uted to those involved to support the data 
gathered in the interview process. 
Limitations 
Employees who were found to have profes- 
sional information needs were considered as 
users for the purpose of this study. It was 
recognized that the support staff and the firm 
itself may require general and personal infor- 
mation sources-for example, local phone 
books and daily papers. Due to specific inter- 
ests and time constraints, these resource needs 
will not be included. This type of user need 
was not explored unless a professional use for 
this information became apparent. 
The project had observational limits. Re- 
search could not take place during the work 
week because of a control put in place by the 
company. Therefore, visits took place on Sat- 
urdays, and interviews were done in the 
evening, on weekends, andlor by telephone. 
Hypothesis 
It was expected that staff members consis- 
tently refer to peers for information, and those 
who collect and provide needed information 
would do so through diverse and somewhat 
inefficient means. Therefore, data were ex- 
pected to support a need for a central informa- 
tion area to benefit the firm's productivity. 
Results 
Initially intcrviewees confined their com- 
ments on information needs to materials in 
book form. Upon the interviewer defining 
"information,"eachrespondent spoke at length 
about the full range of needs that present 
themselves during the course of their profes- 
sional duties. As expected, colleagues were a 
strong source of information, with only the 
account representative not relying on assis- 
tance from others (that position is more ori- 
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ented to individual rather than collaborative 
pursuits). 
Designers require feedback from their col- 
leagues during the design process. This infor- 
mation was presented either as trusted opinion 
or as impetus for creative discourse. Another 
essential need concerned the availability of 
materials, because such availability can both 
limit and direct the evolution of a design in 
process. The designers' methods of informa- 
tion gathering resulted in contacts with vari- 
ous personnel outside of the design depart- 
ment. Designated frequently were the pur- 
chasing agent (PA), project manager (PM), 
and estimator (EST). 
World In Which Individual Information 
a )  Exhibit Design Industry and General 
Exhibits and Displays 
Theexhibit design business is acollection of 
work environments. Its marketplace is the 
trade show which Arnold Rattenbury (1971) 
defines as "the chance industry gives itself to 
show its wares amongst its competitors to a 
specialized section of the public." For the 
designer, the trade show serves a similar pur- 
pose as the convention does for the librarian; it 
brings together the best in the business to 
present what is new in their field. It  is here that 
this firm's designers get much of their profes- 
sional contact. 
The firm has 1 50employees and $15 million 
in annual sales, and produces exhibits, dis- 
plays, showrooms, models, dioramas, 
cutaways, and synchro sound (Standard & 
Poor's 1991). The firm's comprehensive in- 
house package allows for control over all as- 
pects of exhibit production. Within the con- 
fines of the firm exist a design studio, full 
metal and cabinetry shop, shipping and creat- 
ing facilities, spray room, and storage space 
for unusedexhibit materials. The plant encom- 
passes approximately one city block; person- 
nel use bicycles to get from one end to another 
expeditiously. Those designers who are ac- 
tively involved in the firm's work on a daily 
basis were interviewed. 
b) The Information Environment 
Catalogs, files, directories, journals, and 
books kept at the firm were not coordinated. 
There are individually organized and acces- 
sible units. However, their location in various 
places throughout the f i  made information 
retrieval difficult, and no one had total control 
of these information sources. 
The design studio has its own resources, 
which are often used but are rarely complete. 
Within reach of the staff are three cabinets of 
sample notebooks, distribution catalogs, pads 
of carpeting, and binders of vinyl wall cover- 
ings, among others. Sample chains of larninent 
chips are hung on the doors. It is the designer's 
responsibility to keep these materials in order 
and up to date. This method of upkeep has not 
proven to be reliable. 
A file cabinet of miscellaneous product in- 
formation is also in the studio. Pamphlets on 
new items or brochures of interest are filed 
there by product type or name. Quite often the 
only access point to this material, other than 
manually looking through the files, is a 
colleague's memory. Journals, some books, 
and a set ofencyclopediasare accessiblein this 
area, again with little management applied. 
The general office space contains various 
areas where information is housed, most nota- 
bly is the purchasing agent's (PA) area. Lo- 
cated here is the distribution catalog collec- 
tion, comprehensive in nature as to the firm's 
experience with various vendors. Materials 
are shelved according to the types of materials 




3. machine shop and engineers 
4. general catalogs 
5. flooring 





1 1. metal products 
12. fcbrics 
13. carpet 
14. computer information 
There is some control over this collection. 
Signing out materials is suggested, although 
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compliance is rare. However, the PA's close 
association with the designers and the materi- 
als needs of the firm facilitates quick retrieval 
of misplaced catalogs. 
The firm's visual information collection 
consists of a set of files of color photocopies of 
the firm's past products. Organized by client 
name, this file is isolated from other informa- 
tion sources and updated by those who use it or 
the secretarial staff. Rarely is a folder left 
empty. The honor system works well here and 
when materials are missing, they are generally 
easy to locate. 
Personal book and journal collections are 
found in all areas of the firm. Designers, projec t 
managers, estimators, and account representa- 
tives alike have collections of subject books, 
catalogs, rendering materials, professional jour- 
nals, and the like, that are used personally and 
by their colleagues when necessary. Again, 
the honor system works well here and when 
materials are missing, they are generally easy 
to locate. 
lie neral M a k e u ~  of Information Provider: 
a .  Job Descriptions: Primary UserslPro- 
viders 
Desimer: (DE) Major responsibility is to 
combine a client's purpose, priorities, objec- 
tives, limitations, and constraints with their 
marketing goals and present them creatively 
(Klein 1986). Form, continuity, and suuctural 
realization become concrete through the de- 
signers' drawings. Sketches, both simple and 
fully rendered, are used to communicate the 
progress of proposed concepts to the client and 
account representative. By combining a suc- 
cessful design concept, the client's marketing 
aspects and booth expectations, a three-di- 
mensional solution can be arrived at that will 
meet defined criteria. 
Purchasing: avent: (PA) Major responsibil- 
ity is to provide upto-date supply informa- 
tion for the firm, to ensure the timely arrival of 
ordered supplies, and to see that correct mate- 
rials are received. The purchasing agent is 
responsible for keeping the supply catalogs, 
samplecollections, and purchasingpaperwork 
accessible. 
Account revresentative: (AR) Serves as the 
liaison between theclientand thefirm. Through 
the AR, many of the design opportunities 
become known to the firm. It is also the AR's 
responsibility to be aware of show regulations 
and specifications, complete contracts for 
projects, and arrange for setup of the booth as 
it travels to various locations. 
(PM) The responsibilities 
here are two-fold. One is to translate the two- 
dimensional rendering, orthemodel into terms, 
via a blueprint, that facilitate construction. 
The second is to supervise the engineering, 
construction, and shipment of the completed 
booth. 
b) Job Descriptions: Secondary UserslPro- 
viders 
Estimator: (EST) Major role is to predict 
how the booth would best be constructed, the 
budget needs to complete the booth, and how 
much time the construction process will take. 
By looking at the allotted time involved in 
each phase of construction, an estimate as to 
how much it will cost to build the unit will 
result. This position should beaprimary source 
of budgetary information. However, it is in- 
consistent in this instance, and therefore this 
position is categorized as a secondary source 
in this study. 
ShoD: Its employees have mastered several 
forms of craftsmanship. At the firm's, this 
expertise is used in various divisions: carpen- 
try and metal shop, painting facilities, crating 
department, set-up area, and warehousing 
space. 
ShiDDinf!: Customizes packing materials to 
insure safe delivery of the firm's product. 
Com~troller: Serves budgetary and legal 
information needs. 
Relationship Between Needs and Providers: 
a)  Designated Areas of Information Needs 
Each area in the questionnaire was rated 
from one (frequent use) to nine (minimal use) 
in regard to need and use. The responses from 
this portion of the questionnaire are averaged 
here to arrive at an importance quotient. Most 
categories were noted as being used by all five 
interviewees, hence the designated-use frac- 
tion (n/5). These numbers illustrate the variet- 
ies of information needed in the exhibit design 
business. Each area of applicable information 
need was discussed during the applicable 
special libraries 
interviews. The resulting compilation of com- 
ments explains the importance of each type of 
information and demonstrates the influence 
each subject area has in shaping the infonna- 
tion-seeking patterns in place. 
1) Technical, Scientific, and Statistical Data 
(6.75 of 9; 415): Codes, how materials can be 
cut, dimensions of machine parts, and how 
moving parts interact were noted in this area. 
2) Design Case StudiesExarnples of Exist- 
ing Projects (5.40 of 9; 5/51: This format is 
often used by the AR to present the firm's 
capabilities to clients. The format also serves 
as an information source to illustrate the con- 
sistency of the firm's design capabilities. 
3) Two-Dimensional Visual Materials (pic- 
tures) (2.75 of 9; 415): Magazines were men- 
tioned as the format used most often for cur- 
rent information. 
4) Samples, Materials, and Information on 
Product Processes and Companies (3.60 of 9; 
5/51: PA distribution catalogue collection is 
the source most relied on for this information. 
By using these resources, material fabrica- 
tions, innovations in use of materials, and 
tactile and color combinations are discovered. 
Information from the client on the product 
being marketed is also occasionally needed. 
5) Manufacturer, Contractor, and Compo- 
nents Supplier, Addresses and Product Cost 
(3.80 of 9; 515): Again the PA or the PA's 
collection yields this information. A second- 
ary source of this ~nformation is found in the 
catalog resources in the design studio. 
6) Books, Journals, Other Written Sources 
(5.50 of 9; 415): A variety of written resources 
are currently in use at the location. Designers 
turn to journals for "visual stimulation and to 
formulate ideas." Respondents cite very little 
need for secular journals; if the need should 
arise the necessary item is usually purchased. 
Books specifically on the field of exhibit de- 
sign are considered useless by the design staff. 
However, speciality materials in the areas of 
engineering,rendering, construction, ergonom- 
ics, and other related areas prove useful. Show 
catalogsand business newspapers proved help- 
ful for marketing. 
7) Personal files, Current and Professional 
Information (2.25 of 9; 415): Personal files are 
usually considered a reliable source for mate- 
rials information, unlikeother sources of simi- 
lar information (PA catalogs and purchase 
files). Books and journals are often from the 
personal collections of users because office 
methods of making these resources available 
are not always successful. 
Designers obtain nearly all of their profes- 
sional information at trade shows. Personal 
recollections of what staff designers see at 
shows is the most relied upon method of dis- 
seminating this important bank of information 
to colleagues. Because the professional jour- 
nals are considered basically "useless" by the 
DE, PM, and AR, attendance at and recollec- 
tion of trade shows remains the only option for 
accessing this information at the fm. 
8) Legal (8.5 of 9; 215): Information on legal 
issues was rare1 y needed. However, legal ques- 
tions may arise regarding contracts and their 
standardization, and in the event of fabrication 
of one of the firm's designs by a competitor. 
9) Client (4.8 of 9; 415): Varied considerably 
in importance from one to nine. In addition to 
communicating the parameters of the design 
product to the designers, clients are the only 
source for previous booth examples (if con- 
tracted previously with another design firm) 
should either design continuity or a unique 
booth be expected. 
b)Information Role-Primary Users/ Pro- 
viders 
Designers: Basic information role is that of 
providing the ideas and design solutions from 
which the work of the firm is generated. De- 
signers are relied upon for color and materials 
information and are expected to be informed 
as to materials availability and cost. Several 
use patterns revert to the designers for color 
and materials information when it isotherwise 
unobtainable. At times, designers take part in 
the link between the studio and the shop by 
constructing a model. 
Purchasing Agents: The low level of trust in 
the PA's collection of materials prevents its 
consistent use. It varied as to whether the PA 
collection of materials was first, second, or 
third choice in getting supplier/materials in- 
formation. Some saw the PA as a very helpful 
resource; others saw the PA as too slow. In the 
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case of pricing complicated materials pro- 
cesses, respondents preferred to eliminate the 
middle man and contact the trade representa- 
tives themselves. 
Project Managers: Designers look to thePM 
for information on how the booth will be built. 
The PM serves as a second choice for the 
electrical and structural codes needed for each 
show. At times the PM will build models that 
provide a definite link between the design 
studio and the shop. 
Account Representatives: Even though not 
designated by DE as a major element in the 
office's information-seeking pattern, in the 
link among sales, the client, and the firm, the 
AR alone provides giving this area a primary 
distinction. In all other aspects, this person 
remains a secondary source of information 
(see below). 
Outside sources: Two outside sources were 
designated as havingprimary roles in the firm's 
information-seeking patterns. Trade shows 
servedas the major link between designers and 
other exhibit professionals. Journals do not 
adequately provide this connection, as noted 
previously. Trade shows serve as a primary 
link in the information-gathering pattern es- 
tablished with outside sources. The other pri- 
mary link is the trade representative (TR). 
Contacts for cost information were consis- 
tently made with TRs to ensure price. At times, 
three to four calls for price quotes were placed 
for one material for one booth. This is surely a 
sign of inefficiency, although not necessarily 
unique to this office, but of the structure of 
acquiring absolute cost and availability infor- 
mation within the exhibit design business. 
c )  Information RoleAecondary Users1 
Providers 
Account Representatives: Provide informa- 
tion on the client's parameters for the booth by 
discussing the job proposal with the PM. This 
information covers time limits, cost and bud- 
get information, knowledgeof theclient,graph- 
ics ideas or requirements, and product infor- 
mation. The AR is considered an inefficient 
source for show information. This results in 
respondents repeating inquiries in several 
places for the same information. Trade show 
information isavailable to the AR and the firm 
in written format via show catalogs. There is a 
reluctance to use these resources; therefore, 
phone inquiries are often made to acquire 
show specifications. 
Estimator: Analyzes the rendering and de- 
fines the time frame for building a design. 
Formulates a budget upon which the firm 
bases its actions when selling and constructing 
a booth. This source of information is ineffi- 
cient because the estimator here is inexperi- 
enced. Information requests must be repeated 
again in order to obtain data otherwise re- 
ceived from the EST. 
Shop: Provides information on how materi- 
als can be used, or to house actual pieces of 
large material that designers can use. Shop 
personnel are expected to notify staff when 
materials specific to their project arrive. How- 
ever, they are not consistent in providing this 
information. 
Success Rate in Resolving Information 
Needs: 
a)  Relations Between Needs and Users 
Lack of trust in sources leads to duplication 
of efforts in information gathering. Inquiries 
are repeated unnecessarily, for instance, in 
regard to price, supply, trade show specifica- 
tions, estimation, and shipping information. 
Lack of experience with definitive sources 
tends to steer people from one information 
resource or colleague to another. 
b) Sources Used to Get Information 
Interviewees consistently relied on personal 
experience as a source of information. Col- 
leagues also are strong resources for informa- 
tion. Interviewees were embarrassed by their 
lack of use of libraries. Within the context of 
this study this was left unexplored. It is hy- 
pothesized here, however, that the poor image 
of libraries and the lack of a library on site 
contributed to this pattern. There is respect for 
written sources, evidenced by the personal 
book collec tions and journal subscriptions held 
by the design, project management, and ac- 
count representative staff. Acceptance by the 
staff of catalogues and directories as reference 
sources was the most varied. This may be due 
to lack of knowledge as to how to use these 
sources, inability to locate needed materials, 
or wide disbursement of the collection. 
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Outside sources of materials play both pri- 
mary and secondary roles and were consis- 
tently referred to for supply and price informa- 
tion. 
Conclusion 
Designers felt that they needed to acquire 
information throughout the process of devel- 
oping their sketches, renderings, and models 
into the fully realized booth. Other employees 
saw their information needs as a part of the 
planning phase of a design project. 
Designers work with what is available to 
them. If the cache of available materials is 
limited, a designer's creative potential is also 
limited. To go beyond the firm's resources is 
the designer's decision alone. This decision 
could be a costly one if the materials and 
information system isn't expandable through 
monitored and organized means. If used effec- 
tively, however, an information system would 
enable designers to expand their and the firm's 
resources by bringing new information into 
their professional environment and making it 
reliably available. 
This serves as an illustration of the value of 
an in-house information center. By placing 
materials information at designers' immediate 
disposal, more energy can be expended cre- 
atively rather than wasted on searching for 
misplaced sample catalogs, locating show 
specifications, and phoning trade representa- 
tives to update in-house resources that dupli- 
cate other resources. 
There were various types of materials needed 
and multiple locations for information re- 
sources in this firm. This indicates that a cen- 
tralized information area may be an asset to 
this design environment. The PA area is the 
closest thing to a library component of the 
firm, but the perception of its unreliability is a 
hindrance to its use. Designers use the distri- 
bution catalog collection as a reference tool, 
but not consistently. It is thiscircumstance that 
would likely discourage art librarians from 
approaching a career in this discipline. The 
lack of contact with the creative aspects of the 
firm, and the emphasis on the need for busi- 
ness and materials information, may not be 
interesting or challenging enough to facilitate 
job satisfaction. It is assumed, as suggested 
earlier, that acceptance of the librarian as apart 
of the design "team," would be a more satis- 
factory arrangement. 
Knowledgeof special library serviceseemed 
lacking here. This may alsobe uue of theentire 
exhibit business. This conclusion is supported 
by anearlierobservation by British library and 
design educators that: 
The designer who decries library ser- 
vice and prefers to use his telephone and 
network of contacts to make instant refer- 
ence to a direct source of information is 
often quite unaware of the potential of an 
orthodox information service in meeting 
seemingly unorthodox demands. 
(Bradfield, Cheetham and Wood 1980) 
It is interesting that those who saw journals 
as an important information format, and kept a 
stockpile of personal sources, did not list li- 
braries as an alternative place to locate infor- 
mation. The strong possibility exists that the 
lack of use of journals and other written for- 
mats is a result of their inaccessibility. Several 
mentions of the inability to use materials be- 
cause they couldn't be found would leadone to 
believe that a controlled collection would be 
helpful, and would be used. 
For a library to succeed in this environment, 
it would be necessary to develop a sense of 
trust between staff and information personnel. 
This can only be achieved through profes- 
sional interaction. The majority of interviewees 
supported the idea of an information center 
and felt it would have a positive effect on the 
information-seeking patterns at their firm. If 
the situation here is illustrative of the state of 
information needs fulfillment in the field of 
design, it is time to introduce the exhibit busi- 
ness to the strengths and benefits of profes- 
sional information service by advertising and 
aggressively campaigning for collaboration 
between the two fields. 
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Overseas Educational Advising: An 
International lnformation Service 
by Edward A. Riedinger 
This article is adapted from a presentation by the author at the U.S. Overseas 
Educational Advisers (0SEAS)-Europe 1991 biennial conference, held in Montpellier, 
France. In it he discusses the worldwide emergence of the overseas educational 
advising profession, this profession's larger contemporary context, and how 
advising can best continue to develop. 
Reprinted with the permission of The Advising Quarterly, 
Spring 1992. 
In the past ten years, educational advising 
has achieved remarkable definition and orga- 
nization. The third OSEAS-Europe confer- 
ence held at the end of 1991, in Montpellier, 
France, would have been unimaginable a de- 
cade ago. The service of informing and orient- 
ing students and scholars around the world on 
study or research opportunities in the United 
States is now a recognized service supported 
by U.S. government policy. Moreover, nu- 
merous othergovernments, particularly France, 
Britain, and Germany, maintain such services 
abroad for their own educational systems. The 
number of U.S. advising offices has increased 
in all regions of the world, the advisers in them 
receive more extensive and regular training, 
and the materials in these offices are now 
greater and more varied. 
In the midst of this growth, it becomes 
crucial to understand the larger historical con- 
text in which overseas educational advising is 
developing. We must understand this context 
to perceive the profound relevance of advising 
and to attain the level of professional develop- 
ment and the resources necessary to fulfill this 
historical role. 
Two major current developments arc par- 
ticularly significant in considering the histori- 
cal context of advising: the phenomenon of an 
information society and the internationaliza- 
tion of the globe. Overseas advising offers a 
key service relevant to both these develop- 
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ments, providing information about study and 
research in other countries and information 
about international educational activities. 
As the pait decade saw the emergence and 
growth of overseas educational advising, the 
present decade must see it become an ever 
more reliable professional activity. It must 
become international educational information 
management, the information division or arm 
of international education. 
Why and how will this next stage of devel- 
opment occur? To answer this question, we 
must examine the elements of advising's his- 
torical context: (1) the establishment of the 
information society or age; (2) the internation- 
alization of the globe and the role education 
has in this process; and (3) the role overseas 
advising plays in relation to these develop- 
ments. 
lnformation Society 
- - - - - - - 
Information can bc defined as data-that is, 
raw information-or as knowledge, meaning 
structured, significant information. Informa- 
tion, then, can be associated with both the 
product itself and with themeansof producing 
it. The terms "information society" and "infor- 
mation age" suggest that our current age-life 
since the end of World War 11-has come to be 
dominated by information. 
How and where has the perception emerged 
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that information dominates modem life to the 
extent that it defines an age? To answer this 
question we must review some elementary 
distinctions of economics. 
One traditional way to describe an economy 
is by its types of production, dividing it into 
sectors. The "primary sector" refers to culti- 
vating or extracting raw materials, in such 
activities, for example, as agriculture or min- 
ing. The "secondary sector" refers to activities 
whereby raw materials are processed or manu- 
factured-farm products becoming packaged 
foods, iron becoming steel. The "tertiary sec- 
tor" refers to services-activities such as medi- 
cine, insurance, tourism, or banking. 
Economies are usually a mixture of the 
above sectors but are dominated by one of 
them. Many countries of Africa are still domi- 
nated by agriculture and, therefore, the pri- 
mary sector. Many of the rapidly developing 
countries ofEast and Southeast Asiaare domi- 
nated by industrialization and, thus, the sec- 
ondary sector. And services, the tertiary sec- 
tor, form principal elements of the U.S., Euro- 
pean, and Japanese economies. 
Not only do countries have different pat- 
terns of dominance by each sector, but the 
dominance of one sector over another may 
change over time. Until the end of the 1700s all 
countries were characterized by the primary 
sector and were principally agricultural. The 
1800s saw a few countries emerge with econo- 
mies characterized by industrialization-first 
England, then theunited States and Germany. 
The current century has witnessed emergence 
of the dominance of the service sector, a char- 
acteristic of the most complex modern econo- 
mies. That the service sector should dominate 
an economy is a phenomenon that only began 
to appear in the middle of this century, occur- 
ring first in the United States. 
It is from this dynamic, in which certain 
sector activities dominate an economy and 
change over time, that the perception of an 
information society has appeared. 
In 1962, the American economist, Fritz 
Machlup, in his book, The Production and 
Distribution of Knowledge in the United States, 
presented the innovative idea that the U.S. 
economy could no longer be analyzed solely in 
terms of mining and agriculture, manufactur- 
ing, or services. He concluded that nearly the 
largest sector, over a fourth of the gross na- 
tional product, was a "knowledge industry." It 
consisted of goods and services produced 
through education, research and development; 
information machines and services; and com- 
munications. 
In the following decade this thesis was fur- 
ther reinforced by another economist, Marc 
Porat, who proceeded, in The Information 
Economy, to measure knowledge or informa- 
tion as a part of U.S. national income. He 
concluded that the information sector, in the 
twentieth century, had been the most rapidly 
developing and was emerging as the dominant 
vehicle of revenue for the American economy. 
The information activities of an economy 
have thus come to be seen as a "fourth sector." 
The dominance of economies by an informa- 
tion sector has now been observed worldwide. 
It has come to be viewed, indeed, as the domi- 
nant sector in any more complex or advanced 
economy. 
The work of these two economists estab- 
lished the foundation for the now accepted 
perception of societies dominated by informa- 
tion. Popular perception and acceptance of this 
thesis occurred because the phenomenon can 
be easily observed in daily life. The means for 
producing and transmitting information-pri- 
marily through computers and telecommuni- 
cations-have massively and globally in- 
creased perception of what is produced-in- 
formation itself. A personal computer and a 
fax machine in every office and many homes 
have reinforced the validity of the original 
perception of the emerging dominance (even 
deluge) of information in modem life. 
Thc importance of educational advisers to 
this modem socioeconomic phenomenon is 
fundamental. Education is at the heart of the 
information production process. Not only does 
education produce information, it reviews it 
by analyzing, questioning, and reexamining it. 
Advisers maintain information on educa- 
tion: where the best place is to study or do 
research, how to define what is best, and how 
to be admitted and sustain oneself in the places 
considered most appropriate. Advisers, with 
special libraries 
their information about education, are essen- 
tial to maintain the flow and advance of an 
information society. 
Given that this is the role of the educational 
adviser in modem society, what then is the 
specific role of the overseas educational ad- 
viser? To answer this, let us examine the role 
of education in another contemporary phe- 
nomenon, the internationalization of the globe. 
Education and Global Internationalization 
The internationalization of the globe refers 
both to a process in which parts of the world 
become more deeply aware of and affected by 
their interaction with other world areas, and to 
a policy and practice that move towards fur- 
ther interaction. A host of activities and sus- 
taining structures have comprised the momen- 
tum for this interaction, but trade and its ancil- 
lary activities of transportation and communi- 
cation are primary among them. 
Economic activities occurring across nu- 
merous national boundaries have maximized 
the quantity and variety of goods and services 
available around the world. In this context, 
when a student or scholar goes from his or her 
own country to another for study or research, 
it is generally due to the availability of a better 
or more appropriate service abroad. 
Yet there is a very important distinction 
between international activity in the negotia- 
tion of goods and services and international 
activity for education. International educa- 
tional exchange is the key resource to sustain 
the other activities. This point is daily ob- 
served by overseas advisers. 
How do they observe this truth? Trade around 
the world of manufactured products, raw ma- 
terials, and international services builds daily 
to crescendo volumes. What sustains this? 
Businessmen, engineers, and computer and 
high-tech specialists. And what are the areas 
most sought by foreign students and scholars 
wanting to study, intem, or do research in the 
United States? Business administration, engi- 
neering, and computer science. 
International education is a singular factor 
in advancing and sustaining global interna- 
tionalization. It is not just one service among 
many negotiated around the world; it is the 
service that allows so many other goods and 
services to be internationalized. 
Education further comprises another key 
component of internationalization. Continu- 
ing the internationalization process requires 
creating and maintaining an international cul- 
ture and attitude. Since international educa- 
tion is a cross-cultural experience, it contrib- 
utes to developing this atmosphere. 
Thus, as theresource that produces the trained 
personnel for continued international activity 
and as the experience that reinforces a 
transnational cultural outlook, education is 
fundamental to global internationalization. 
What then is the role of overseas advising in 
this contemporary historical development? 
Again, the adviser has information, informa- 
tion on educational opportunities inothercoun- 
tries. The adviser controls an indispensable 
resource-access to information-and is, 
again, essential for the flow and advance of 
internationalization. 
Overseas educational advising thereby in- 
tersects with two vital developments in mod- 
em society. Within the development of infor- 
mation and knowledge as dominant activities 
of modern society, it orients to education, the 
producer of information and knowledge. 
Within the process of global intemationaliza- 
tion, it orients to the educational opportunities 
that sustain the process of internationalization 
and does so within a cross-cultural context 
that reinforces the process. 
Thus, overseas educational advising as an 
information service for international educa- 
tion intimately supports two of the most funda- 
mental phenomena of contemporary history. 
With so momentous a responsibility and op- 
portunity, how has this service developed, and 
how should it develop? 
What Has Been Done 
Just over ten years ago, as I began to orga- 
nize the national coordination of advising in 
Brazil (the first national counseling workshop 
was held in Rio de Janeiro in 1981), I felt that 
three things had to be done to standardize what 
was obviously a crucial information need for a 
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dependable, professional service for the pub- 
lic: (1) organize and define advising; (2) pro- 
vide regular basic and advanced mining op- 
portunities for advisers; and (3) supply and 
maintain adequate materials for advising of- 
fices. 
It soon became apparent that these standards 
achieved through organization, training, and 
materials were necessary not just in Brazil but 
in all of South America, and, indeed, in all 
regions of the world. In a remarkably rapid 
period-the past half dozen years-these stan- 
dards have appeared nearly everywhere, al- 
though somewhat unevenly. I believe the ra- 
pidity and extent with which they have been 
applied shows the fundamental relevance of, 
need for, and interest in advising. 
How rapid and thorough has advising been 
professionally standardized? In terms of orga- 
nization, the Working Group of U.S. Overseas 
Educational Advisers in South America, the 
first regional organization of overseas advis- 
ers, was established in 1984. Two years later 
OSEAS was established within NAFSA: As- 
sociationof International Educators, organized 
worldwide on a regional basis. 
In terms of professional definition, in 1984, 
the f is t  directory of advisers for a region, 
South America, was published, followed by a 
worldwide directory with approximately 300 
entries. In addition, advising newsletters cir- 
culated regionally and worldwide, and in 1987 
the Advising Quarterly was inaugurated. Also 
in 1987, OSEAS produced the NAFSA publi- 
cation, "The Profession of Overseas Educa- 
tional Advising," with its pioneer statement on 
ethics and professional responsibilities in in- 
ternational education. 
In terms of training, in 1984 the U.S. Infor- 
mation Agency (USIA) began tosponsor work- 
shops in the United Stales for overseas advis- 
ers from each region of the world conducted at 
the time of the annual NAFSA conference. 
Moreover, with the establishment of OSEAS, 
its regional organizations began sponsoring 
workshops in their respective areas, signifi- 
cantly expanding the possibilities and range of 
training. 
In terms of materials, by the mid-1980s, the 
Minimum Reference Bookshelf (MRB), a ba- 
sic collection of advising materials, was dis- 
tributed worldwide by USIA to all advising 
offices and regularly updated. Videotapes and 
publications for various aspects of orientation 
of U. S. study multiplied. And most exciting, 
in their workshops and newsletters advisers 
displayed or recounted details of materials 
they were producing, from handouts to tape 
recordings. (I recall that the then head of the 
USIA Student Support Services asked me in 
the early 1980s what I believed was most 
important to develop for advising: book col- 
lections, handouts, workshops, videotapes, 
newsletters. 1 replied that I thought the most 
important resource upon which to concentrate 
would be training because from trained per- 
sonnel all other things would flow.) 
Defining Overseas Advising as an 
Information Profession 
The accumulated activities of the last de- 
cade came to identify overseas advising as an 
"emerging profession." And the service of 
overseas advising was seen to combine or to 
coalesce around several professions: library 
service, information center administration, 
counseling, management, and diplomacy. 
Of all these, however, overseas advising 
most approximates the areas of library service 
and information management. Indeed, advis- 
ing offices very much resemble a category of 
libraries known as special libraries (as op- 
posed to public or university libraries). They 
have a collection of specializedresources for a 
clientele with specific information needs. 
Having referred to library service and infor- 
mation management, one needs to distinguish 
among key information professions today. 
Librarians gather and maintain information 
resources on deposit for either a general com- 
munity, such as in apublic library, ora specific 
one, such as in a university, medical, or law 
library. Information management comprises 
operations within an organization or corpora- 
tion whereby data and information are gath- 
ered and stored, then analyzed and distributed 
to the appropriatecomponents of the organiza- 
tion or corporation. Computer science and 
telecommunications are the tcchnologicalcom- 
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ponents of the information professions, par- 
ticularly for development of hardware and 
software. 
Advisers, like librarians, gather and main- 
tain collections of materials for their clients' 
research. They also serve as information man- 
agement professionals, analyzing their collec- 
tions for users and ensuring that each receives 
the needed information. It is crucial that over- 
seas advisers be able to use computer science 
and telecommunications inorder toefficiently 
perform their role as conductors of educa- 
tional information. What remains is for advis- 
ers to adopt the tools that they need from the 
established information professionals. 
What Needs to Be Done 
- - 
I have discussed the very powerful roles of 
information in modem society and of educa- 
tion in the internationalization of the globe, 
thereby demonstrating the vital role that advis- 
ing has as an information service. For the 
information society, educational advising leads 
one to education, the producer of information. 
For the internationalizing globe, overseas ad- 
vising leads one to international education, the 
key producer of the personnel and culture for 
the dynamic of internationalization. 
Understanding this historical context, rec- 
ognizing the relevance of overseas educational 
advising, and recalling the rapidity and extent 
with which advising has organized leads to the 
realization that advising must now advance 
from the stage of an emerging profession to 
that of a more systematized and refined one. 
That refinement must absorb the principles 
and practices of librarianship, the key infor- 
mation profession for maintaining specialized 
information. With that accomplishment, ovcr- 
seas advising can then serve its information 
management role for international education. 
From librarianship, three areas must be in- 
corporated into the principles and practice of 
advising: (1) collection development; (2) rcf- 
erence management; and (3)  materials cata- 
loging. 
A knowledge of the techniques of collection 
development will incorporate into advising an 
organizational structure for acquiring and 
maintaining the resources for its services. What 
do these techniques include? Defining the col- 
lection of resources, from catalogs andguides, 
file materials, and alumni contacts to elec- 
tronic databases and computer networks. Lo- 
cating and maintaining communication with 
the sources of one's materials: publishers and 
producers, software and hardware engineers. 
Evaluatingone'sresources. Maintaining funds 
for acquisitions. 
Reference management includes the tech- 
niques by which information from resources is 
conveyed. The techniques include the refer- 
ence interview, by which a librarian responds 
to aclient'sneed for information. There is also 
user education-teaching individuals how to 
use printed, audiovisual, and electronic re- 
sources and how to conduct their research. 
Cataloging materials organizes resources 
by classifying them and then storing them so 
they can be maintained and retrieved as eco- 
nomically and efficiently as possible. In a 
national library setting, materials are no longer 
cataloged repeatedly by individual librarians. 
Once an item is cataloged, it enters a national 
computer database, thereby avoiding repeti- 
tion of effort and accelerating access. Collec- 
tion development, referencemanagement, and 
cataloging treat the entire information pro- 
cess, from the gathering of information to its 
communication and then to its storage or re- 
trieval. 
Incorporating the principles and practices of 
these three aspects of librarianship into over- 
seas advising, therefore, will make advising a 
much more secure information service opera- 
tion and support the development of advising 
as international educational information man- 
agement. 
In this regard, it could be very useful if the 
next U.S.-based workshop for overseas advis- 
ers included instruction from library school 
faculty on collection development, reference 
management, and cataloging, and from busi- 
ness school faculty on information manage- 
ment. Moreover, it would be useful if the 
librarians who are advisers and the advisers 
who are interested in library and information 
service development organized themselves 
within the OSEAS regional and central bodies 
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to determine how the techniques of librarian- 
ship and other information professions can be 
applied to advising. 
If advising begins to incorporate the profes- 
sional practices of library service, this devel- 
opment will continue to advance U.S. over- 
seas educational advising as one of the finest 
global educational information services in the 
world. It is important to note that the Alliance 
Fran~aise, the British Council, and the 
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst also 
maintain information services for study in 
their respective French, British, and German 
educational systems. More significant, the 
EuropeanCommunity, through theeducational 
exchange operation of ERASMUS and its in- 
formation service, Eurydice, has a uniquely 
consolidated, multinational educational infor- 
mation service. 
As the United States and other countries 
develop their educational advising offices fur- 
ther as professional information and library 
services, merging their databases would pro- 
duce an extraordinarily powerful resource. 
We are accustomed to overseas advising as a 
binational operation, orientation for a student 
in any one country to study in one particular 
other country. The European Community is 
beginning to show that advising can be a 
multinational service, orienting for study in a 
variety of countries, offering thegreatest spec- 
trum of educational options. 
Given this multinational development in 
advising, establishing sound professional in- 
formation practices becomes more necessary 
and urgent. 
Conclusion 
We have seen that advising has a key role in 
relation to the information age and interna- 
tionalization of the globe. For the former it 
gives informational access to education, the 
key producer of information. For the latter it 
gives informational access for forming the 
personnel and culture of internationalization. 
In less than a decade, U.S. overseas advising 
has rapidly and globally developed its organi- 
zation, training opportunities, and materials 
distribution. That emerging profession now 
needs professional refinement as an informa- 
tion service, adopting library service practices 
of collection development, reference manage- 
ment, and cataloging. 
I have traced in this article the historical 
context of information in society and of global 
internationalization, in which advising is pro- 
gressing, and suggested methods to refine that 
development. 
These phenomena are part, also, of a much 
larger process, the physical, social, and intel- 
lectual evolution of humankind. 
In this regard, therefore, it is most appropri- 
ate to recall the words of the visionary French 
theologian, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who 
saw so clearly the integration of humanity. 
This goal, surely, is the ultimate objective of 
our international work. I quote, therefore, from 
Teilhard's The Phenomenon of Man: "Man is 
not the center of the universe as once we 
thought in our simplicity, but something much 
more wonderful-the arrow pointing the way 
to the final unification of the world in terms of 
all life." 
Note: The 1992-93 Directory of Overseas Educa- 
tional Advising Centers is available from: Col- 
lege Board Publications; P.O. Box 886; New 
York, NY 10101-0886. 
Additional Note: OSEAS (Overseas Educational 
Advisers Group) is a section within NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators; 1875 
Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 1000; Washing- 
ton, DC 20009-5824. An e-mail network of 
advisers, OSEASNet, can be accessed for mem- 
bership by addressing: eriedt@osu.edu (Internet) 
or eried+@ohstmail (Bitnet). 
Edward A. Riedinger is bibliographer for 
Latin American, Spanish, and Portuguese 
library collections, and adiunct assistant 
professor in History at Ohio State University. 
He was formerly educational advising officer 
of the Fulbright Commission of Brazil, 
founding chair of the Working Group of US. 
Overseas Educational Advisers in South 
America, and a Founder of OSEAS, serving as 
its first representative for Latin America. 
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Similarities Between Legal and Scientific 
Literature 
The relationship between law and science is a common theme, but few authors 
have discussed similarities in the literature and indexing patterns of the two areas. 
Legal and scientific literature are both characterized by heavy emphasis on serials 
and well-organized, detailed indexin systems. Citation indexing originated and has 
had the greatest impact in the legal 9 ield. It is also significant in the scientific fields. 
Scientific information included in primary legal sources reveals political and social 
values. Patents are simultaneously legal and scientific documents and are used 
extensively by lawyers, scientists, and engineers. Although these similarities and 
connections do not imply cognitive relationships between legal and scientific 
activities, they do have important implications for libraries. 
The relationship between law and science is 
discussed ina large body of literature. Muchof 
this concerns the impact law has on science 
and vice versa. Another theme compares the 
value systems and methods of the two fields. 
Several authors have noted the similar yet 
slightly discordant values that law and science 
hold toward progress and advancement in a 
structured social ~ r d e r . ~ , ~ ? ~  There is even a 
theme asserting that law and science are differ- 
ent manifestations of searches for regularity, 
order, and control! 
It is ironic that few authors have addressed 
the similarities between the literature and in- 
dexing of the two areas, and possible implica- 
tions for libraries. Law is usually viewed as a 
social science closely allied to sociology and 
political science, with connections to history 
and philosophy. It should be expected that law 
would have literature patterns similar to those 
fields. However, for several reasons, the li tera- 
lure of law is conceptually and structurally 
different from the remainder of the social 
sciences and closer to that of the sciences. 
Legal and scientific libraries have more in 
common than might be expected. 
Serials Literature 
The most obvious area of similarity is the 
relative importance of serials in the two fields. 
Most writers agree that serial literature consti- 
tutes a much higher percentage of the total 
publications, use, and citation in the sciences 
than in either the social sciences or humani- 
 tie^.^,^ ~ e ~ a l  literature has a similar emphasis 
on serials. 7.8 This emphasis is even stronger 
in the United States than in other countries. 
The U.S. system of federalism has a dispro- 
portionate number of legislative, administra- 
tive, and judicial institutions issuing laws, 
regulations, and rulings in serial form. U.S. 
courts, unlike those in parliamentary democ- 
racies, often interpret legislative intent beyond 
that indicated in statutes. Hence legislative 
documents, such as reports or committee hear- 
ings, are considered important legal serials. 
The U.S., being unusually litigious, also has a 
high volume of case law. 
Indexing Systems 
An emphasis on serial literature almost ne- 
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cessitates an emphasis on serials indexing. 
Legal and scientific indexes are numerous and 
tend to be highly structured and well-orga- 
nized. There are conceptual similarities in the 
manner in which legal and scientific indexes 
are used. One of the guiding principles of legal 
research and practice is stare decisis (to abide 
by, or adhere to decided cases). Precedents 
are sought by consulting legal sources and 
indexes. However, legislation and judicial in- 
terpretations are always changing. Legal re- 
search usually consistsofasimultaneous search 
for precedent and currentness. A similar ap- 
proach is used in scientificresearch. Certainly, 
this is true to a degree in any field; however, 
the literature is more stable in the humanities 
and social sciences, and currentness is usually 
not as important.ll Hence, a continuous link- 
age between past and current literature is not 
sought as often in the social sciences and 
humanities. 
The structure of legal and scientific indexes 
differs somewhat and rends to be more de- 
tailed and elaborate than that of the social 
sciences and humanities indexes. Indexing is a 
complex activity that brings items together in 
a topical or conceptual manner but also sepa- 
rates them so the details or unique features of 
the items are identifiable. Indexes in all sub- 
ject areas balance the organization and extrac- 
tion by concepts with the organization and 
extraction by details. 
Indexes in the humanities often emphasize 
thematic or conceptual organization over dc- 
tail. Sometimes it is difficult to extract desired 
details or clearly identify the scope and cover- 
age of humanities indexes.12 Social science 
indexes share some of these same characteris- 
tics.13.14 It is often perceived that researchers 
in the social sciences and humanities do not 
require tightly consmctedor detailed indexes, 
as they rely more on citations in monographic 
bibliographies or informal collegial informa- 
tion exchange. Some authors feel that ambigu- 
ous terminology in the humanities and social 
sciences is a further hindrance to more precise 
indexing.15 
However, legal and scientific indexes are 
usually well-organized and concentrate on the 
extraction of detail, as well as concepts or 
broad subject categories. Scientific indexes 
often have a number of specialized subindexes 
such as the Index to Ring Systems and The 
Formula Index in Chemical Abstracts, geo- 
graphic indexes, and taxonomic indexes. Le- 
gal indexes often contain specialized subin- 
dexes, such as tables of cases reported or 
statutes construed. It is difficult to find paral- 
lels in the humanities or social sciences to the 
depth of subject indexing provided by Chemi- 
cal Abstracts or the intricacies of West's key 
number classification and indexing of case 
law. 
On-line searching and CD-ROM indexes 
have affected all fields of study. In a sense, 
they may be causing something of a conver- 
gence, with fewer differences among the in- 
dexing of various fields. On-line searching, 
especially for currentness, probably has had 
more impact on law and science than on other 
fields. 
Citation Indexes 
Citation indexing, both as a concept and a 
practical matter, has had the greatest impact in 
law and perhaps the second greatest in the 
sciences. Shepard's Citations, an important 
legal index and the oldest major citation index, 
was first published in 1873. There are now 
numerous Shepard's citators covering differ- 
ent legal aspects and jurisdictions. The most 
common application of Shepard's indexes is 
to update judicial rulings and interpretations. 
The citation system is refined so that a nota- 
tional system is used to indicate specific histo- 
ries or treatment of cases. Shepard's can be 
used to determine information, such as the 
modification or reversal of a case on appeal, or 
if the legal reasoning of a particular case was 
criticized or followed by subsequent cases. 
"Shepardizing" cases is considered an essen- 
tial part of legal research. l6 
There are minor citation indexes in many 
fields. The major interdisciplinary ones pro- 
duced by the Institute for Scientific Infonna- 
tion were inspired by Shepard's. Science Ci- 
tation Index was first issued in 1963, followed 
by Social Sciences Citation Index in 1973 and 
theArts& Humanities Citationlndenin 1978.l' 
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It is difficult to assess the relative importance 
of citation indexing in various subject fields; 
however, IS1 places much of its efforts and 
marketing emphasis on Science Citation In- 
dex. This may imply the relative impact the 
indexes have had on their respective fields. 
Scientific Information in Legal Sources 
Scientific information can be found in pri- 
mary legal sources, including statute and 
administrative laws, and judicial decisions. 
Title 16 of the U.S. Code defines the term 
"critical habitat" for threatened and endan- 
gered species. Title 21 outlines standards for 
food and drugs. Corresponding sections of the 
Code of Federal Regulations lists the legally 
protected species and acceptable additives for 
various food products. 
Environmental impact statements prepared 
by federal agencies as required by theNational 
Environmental Policy Act of 196918 are rich 
sources of scientific information. In a strict 
sense they may not have the force of law, but 
they do impose guidelines and limits on ad- 
ministrative action and are reviewed by the 
courts.19 Therefore it is reasonble to consider 
them quasi-legal sources with scientific infor- 
mation. 
In limited circumstances, administrative le- 
gal sources can be used to at least partially 
answer scientific reference questions. For 
example, information on toxic substance con- 
trol and tests, and assay methods for food and 
drugs can be found in CFR. Enironmental 
impact statements often include information 
on soils, geology, vegetation, and wildlife 
populations of specific areas. Their detail 
approximates that of many academic theses, 
and they include some of the best descriptions 
of public lands. 
Case law reveals the adversarial nature of 
legal practice. Cases involving agriculture, 
biotechnology ,conse~ation,medicine,nuclear 
power plants, and other subjects reveal topical 
debate and disagreement over various matlers, 
including the significance of scientific research. 
For example, cases involving resource explo- 
ration and extraction often include conflicting 
interpretations of the effects these activities 
have on land and wildlife. 20,21 
The existence of this type of information in 
primary legal documents represents formal 
political and social acceptance of science. Sci- 
entific work that is chosen and accepted by 
political and legal institutions makes impor- 
tant statements worthy of attention. It is con- 
ceivable that an examination of legal sources 
could be used as a methodology for studies in 
the sociology of science. A search on the 
Sociofile CD-ROM did not reveal any studies 
that appeared to use this method; however, 
there is some support in the literature for this 
type of approach. 
In the past two or three decades, the method- 
ologies and interpretations in both the philoso- 
phy and sociology of science have been re- 
vised and expanded. Prior to the 1960s sci- 
ence was usually viewed as aculturally unique 
activity displaying an unusually high level of 
agreement and consensus. In the 1960s and 
1970s, this view was modified largely due to 
the influence of Thomas Kuhn's famous dis- 
course on scientific  revolution^.^^ Observers 
then focused on the formation of scientific 
consensus from occasional disagreements. A 
more complex view is now emerging that 
considers co-existence of conflicting scien- 
tific views and a tenuous nature of scientific 
consensus as the normal ~ i t u a t i o n . ~ ~ , ~ ~  Atten- 
tion is now being drawn to the paradoxes of 
broad agreement and rapid scientific advance- 
ment emerging from turbulent but semi-stable 
states of divergent and partially contradictory 
views. 
An examination of the science in law may 
help extract meaning from this situation. A 
noted social theorist has written that: "Law is 
particularly useful for uncovering deficiencies 
and problems in various forms of social 
organization ... The law can be used to identify 
central elements in a social structure through 
the problems that are brought to the courts."25 
Court cases involving scientific topics indi- 
cate significant social problems in scientific 
applications. Scientific interpretations debated 
in the course of legislative or judicial action 
reveal some of the discordant tendencies of 
normal situations. 
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In Legal Secrets: Equality and Efficiency in 
the Common Law, Kim Scheppele argues that 
the facts selectively considered and those that 
are selectively ignored by the legal system 
reveal important social values.26 Science and 
law are selective and interpretive processes. 
The selection and acceptance of scientific work 
by legal institutions from divergent and con- 
flicting scientific views should be a topic of 
philosophical, political, and sociological in- 
terest. 
Comparisons between scientific detail in 
adminismtive law and primary scientific lit- 
erature is another possible area for analysis. 
For example, significant areas of ommission 
or unusually long time lags in the appearance 
of information in administrative law may im- 
ply political and social tension as well as 
discord in the scientific community. 
Patents 
The final and perhaps strongest claim for 
similarity between legal and scientific litera- 
ture concerns patents. Patents are simulta- 
neously primary legal and scientific docu- 
ments. Patent collections are used extensively 
by lawyers, scientists, and engineers. Patent 
indexes and databases reflect concepts, termi- 
nology, and information requirements of all of 
these areas. It is often estimated that about 
80% of the scientific information contained in 
patents is not duplicated in journals or similar 
forms of 1iteratu1-e.27 Patents are used fre- 
quently by researchers in chemistry and phar- 
macy but underused by people in most other 
scientific fields. One reason for this underuse 
appears to be the legal terminology of the 
patent documents which is often unfamiliar or 
uncomfortable to scientists and engineers.28 
In recent years, patent databases as well as the 
distribution and availability of patents have 
improved dramatically Consequently, the vis- 
ibility and use of patent literature has in- 
creased.29 The paradoxes implied in the dual 
nature of patents may become even more sig- 
nificant. 
Of course, caution must be taken against 
carrying the analogy between law and science 
literature too far. Close cognitive relationships 
between legal and scientific activity do not 
exist. A search on the PsychInfo database did 
not reveal any studies comparing legal with 
scientific thinking or reasoning. Even though 
legal and scicntific librarianship have much in 
common, knowledge and experience in one 
area does not give aperson agrasp of technical 
subject knowledge in theother area. However, 
many of the conceptual and procedural details 
of technical and public services in law and 
science libraries are unusually similar. This 
implies that developments and trends in one 
area may have a high degree of relevance and 
application to the other. 
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Using Q & A in a Company Library: A Case 
Study 
by Sharon I. Meyer and Kimberly I. lasf 
This case study describes the successful implementation of Q & A, a database 
management software program, in a small engineering library. I t  documents the 
evaluation process, describes several files developed with the software, and 
discusses the value of Q & A in this specific library. 
Background 
The Safety Information Center at Triodyne, 
Inc., provides library services to the firm's 
engineers and scientists as well as fee-based 
research services for external clients. The 
library's diverse collection supports mechani- 
cal engineering, environmental engineering, 
human factors, vehicle operation and design, 
product liability, and safety engineering. 
We estimate that there are about 160,000 
potential machine-readable records in our col- 
lection, of which about 3% (the book collec- 
tion) is catalogued through OCLC. The re- 
maining resources include current and retro- 
spective government reports, standards, pat- 
ents, product literature, an extensive vertical 
file collection, vehicle manuals, a special col- 
lection on fire, and a collection of deposition 
transcripts. This proportion illustrates a prob- 
lem many science-based libraries have: much 
of the working collection is nonjournal and 
nonbook material. Yet this is precisely the 
material that benefits most from fast access 
through standard bibliographic practices. Of 
the library staff of sixteen, only four catalog 
and maintain the files. Therefore, any file 
management activities have to be simple, fast, 
and easy to learn and implement. 
Begun in 1979, the library became auto- 
mated in the early '80s with the purchase and 
installation of digital-based (VAX) WPS-Plus/ 
VMS. This software became the basis for eight 
separatecollections. WPS-PlusNMS provided 
the opportunity to create bibliographic records 
and list process them; subject searches and 
quick sorts were impossible. When other de- 
partments at Triodyne bought computers, they 
purchased IBM PCs and Macintoshes, thus 
establishing an environment under which 
noncompatible systems existed. The lack of 
standardization became a drain on productiv- 
ity. After an executive-level evaluation, the 
company decided to develop a PC local area 
network (LAN), retain the Macs (essential for 
our graphic department), and concentrate on 
changing the library VAX to PCs. 
To prepare for the switch to PCs, the library 
developed a plan that included the following: 
a description of current applications, a list of 
current library software, a "wish list" of future 
library applications, a list of desirable features 
(for instance, variable length fields, Boolean 
search features, networkable, import/export, 
and so forth), and a list of the equipment that 
would be needed. Our future applications list 
was a jumble of bibliographic, invoicing, ad- 
ministrative, and word processing require- 
ments. We realized we needed a general-pur- 
pose software program that could be used to 
develop different kinds of databases, allowed 
searches, was user-friendly and easy to man- 
age. Although the switch from VAX toPC was 
"mandated" from the top, we were optimistic 
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that this was an opportunity to improve our 
day-to-day operations and speed up our year- 
end reporting process. 
Evaluation 
The library began by evaluating PC soft- 
ware (hardware requirements were handled 
later by our technical staff). One of our most 
immediate needs was to track the library's 
acquisitions activities and we kept that fore- 
most in mind during the evaluation process. 
The library was already using PARADOX, 
arelational database manager, and INMAGIC, 
a text manager, for special one-time-only ap- 
plications. Because they werealready in place, 
we considered them first. The librarians most 
closely involved with both strongly believed 
that PARADOX was too difficult for the exist- 
ing staff and INMAGIC was not multifaceted 
enough for our needs. 
After a review of the literature, it became 
apparent that flat-file database software had 
progressed to the point where it would meet 
our three basic criteria, thatis,enable searches, 
be user friendly, and be easy to manage. We 
identified several candidates, obtained and 
studied review articles, ordered demo disks, 
set up a test database based on the acquisition 
files we wanted totrack, and tested each demo. 
The test database included as many different 
kinds of acquisitions records as we could think 
of. We reviewed past activities to identify the 
statistics and bibliographic information that 
would be useful to pull out with only a few 
keystrokes. Most demos offered limited test- 
ing capability (such as the capability of setting 
up one test file of only 25 documents), as well 
as limits on available functions. We did not 
find demo limitations to be a problem because 
the review articles were helpful in explaining 
further software features. The two leading 
contenders were askSam Systems' askSam 
and Symantec's Q&A. We selected Q&A, 
because of its ease of use, clear applicability to 
our requirements, and because we liked its 
"look" on the screen. 
Why didn't we choose library-based soft- 
ware? We did not find any that offered the 
general flexibility and usefulness we saw in 
Q&A and askSam. As a library with limited 
funds and time available for cataloging and 
data entry, we sought easy-to-use software 
with broad application to many kinds of files. 
Standardization was a library issue as well as 
a company issue. We wanted to avoid having 
one software program for a few applications, 
and another software program for others, plus 
WordPerfect 5.1 (company preference) for 
our word processing and perhaps another for 
our invoicing 
Q&A 
Q&A 4.0 (for DOS) is database and word 
processing software. It is a flat-file database 
thatpermits "lookups," or links,between sepa- 
rate files and allows programming statements 
that direct the cursor, perform calculations, or 
insert values. File changes (updates) are quick 
and easy with the mass update command. 
Installation was straight forward, requiring 
loading the software onto the hard drive and 
specifying the printers. The documentation 
was generally good, and a tutorial was in- 
cluded. We found the slim booklet, Getting 
Started, to be very useful for a quick-start. 
Overall internal training time averaged two 
hours perperson. In addition, we subscribed to 
Pinnacle Publishing's newsletter, The Quick 
Answer; an Independent Monthly Guide to 
Q&A Expertise, and ordered a series of book- 
lets on specific application (for instance, how 
to do invoicing). We found both to be very 
useful. 
Acquisitions 
We began developing a list of field names 
based on the earlier test. To design a new file, 
we followed the menu. A blank screen starts 
the design process. Type in field names fol- 
lowed by colons; dress up the form with boxes 
and lines, or keep it simple. Up to 10 pages of 
forms are allowed. Q&A permits customized 
help screens, a feature we used with the very 
first file. They serve as a reminder of earlier 
editing decisions and are very useful for occa- 
sional users. We also edited the design several 
times, a simple, follow-the-menu process that 
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involved making changes on the screen and 
saving them. We could add or delete fields, 
change field locations on the form, designate 
keyword fields to enable thesaurus construc- 
tion, and designate date or currency fields. 
Our resulting design fits on one screen and 
comes with a line of function key reminders at 
the bottom. Data entry is fill-in-the-blank. 
Fields are actually variable in length (up to a 
maximum of 32K of data per field) because the 
F6 function key invokes an expansion feature. 
Standard searching options include Boolean 
operators, truncation, and search by ranges. 
Q&A alsocan display (with one keystroke) the 
records in table format. This is useful for 
editing and may be used for limited searching. 
We wanted to track expenditures by depart- 
mentand gather year-end totals for the library's 
annual report. The report and math (count and 
total) functions in the columnar style provided 
all the necessary tools to accomplish this. 
These two fairly simple reports have saved 
hours of time spent manually calculating ex- 
penditures. In addition, we estimate that the 
capability to search immediately in Q&AYs 
acquisition file for the status of an order rather 
than search through paper files saves about a 
half hour per day. 
Circulation 
The center circulates research books and 
staff-compiled bibliographies within and out- 
side the organization. The manual, sign-out- 
with-card method was not helpful in cases 
where we wanted to generate a list of clients, 
so we considered Q&A. The result is a circu- 
lation file from which we produce totals for the 
annual report, produce client lists on label 
stock(usingQ&A's labeloption) for mailings, 
and identify the books that have been checked 
out for the longest period of time (and perhaps 
pry them loose from the borrower). 
Interlibrary Loan 
We also use Q&A for capturing interlibrary 
loan statistics for the library's annual report. 
We designed a simple records form and used a 
restricted fields application for the "library 
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type" field. The restricted values appear on the 
right half of the screen when a function key is 
struck. Scrolling through the list of values and 
pressing Enter adds the value to the record. 
This results in clean data entry and makes it 
easier to produce reports later. 
In addition to producing annual totals, we 
may now analyze trends. At the end of 1991, 
we noticed that, for the first time, our interli- 
brary loans to medical and legal libraries were 
growing faster than loans to public and aca- 
demic libraries. This trend mirrors our collec- 
tion development efforts and reflects our ef- 
forts to increase our OCLC listings. Other 
collection analysis is also possible, limited 
only by the amount of detail included in the 
data entry and the time we have available for 
analysis. 
Proiect Management 
With the center's old method of tracking 
work-in-progress (essentially a chronological 
log in a three-ring binder), the long-term 
projects tended to get lost in the list. Q&A 
came through again. After data entry, the 
roughly 100 projects per month are sorted and 
printed by researcher, by engineer requesting 
the project, or chronologically. 
The work-in-progress report includes re- 
searchers' initials, date the project came in, 
case name, engineer, subject, type of work 
done, and status of the work. Each month is 
closed out by the researchers themselves, who 
indicate which projects are finished. This 
simple database is useful to track all assign- 
ments and measure accomplishments. We es- 
timate that at year-end, this file saves several 
weeks of manual compilation and report typ- 
ing time. 
File Transfer 
The true excitement began, however, when 
we imported our first file from WPS-Plus/ 
VMS. Fortunately, some of our VAX docu- 
ments had been designed with fields. After we 
designed records forms and cleaned up the 
records in the VAX files, we did an ASCII 
transfer to Q&A. In short order, we transferred 
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the video file, auto manual file, technical pa- 
pers, government reports, and patents. Some 
of the files required additional attention, such 
as mass update, spell check, and duplicate 
removal, all easy to do with Q&A. 
After we finished transferring files, we 
merged some of them to make searching more 
streamlined. Now a word search in just one file 
provides access to reports from several sources. 
Q&A offers several search options. To per- 
form a simple search, just type in the word/ 
value in a blank form. To truncate, add two 
periods at theend of the word. To find the word 
anywhere in the field, type two periods before 
and immediately following the word. Boolean 
searches can be done by moving through a 
series of screens or using the Intelligent Assis- 
tant, a search aid. In addition, we are able to 
provide printed custom reports to our clients 
(for instance, all reports on tires) for their 
review and selection and are phasing out the 
separate index card files we used previously. 
When we began data enuy in our newly 
transferred Q&A files, we duplicated the record 
design into a second file for data entry only. 
This was a menu-driven operation requiring 
selection of the "copy design only" option and 
specifying the file from which the copy should 
be made. There was no need to enter the form 
a second time; in addition, all report instruc- 
tions are copied along with the design. It is 
then a simple process to review the data entry 
for errors, print reports if necessary, and merge 
it with the main file. 
Q&A has an automatic numbering capabil- 
ity that works well for assigning the acces- 
sion-type numbers we use in these files; it 
requires that the field be programmed to incre- 
ment the number each timea new document is 
added. This prevents reusing a number and 
avoids the hassle of keeping track of the last 
number used. 
Invoicing 
Our latest Q&A application involves simple 
programming via the lookup option. Thc 
center's invoicing function had been done on 
a typewriter by the person who finished the 
project and without regard to any standard 
style. UsingQ&A'slookupfunction, we setup 
invoicing procedures that link document files 
with client files into a third transaction file 
from which an invoice is generated. The total 
cost of the item, with sales tax, handling costs, 
and quantity, is calculated. The client's name 
and address is inserted on the invoice auto- 
matically. 
We estimate that the Q&A invoicing proce- 
dure saves about 10 minutes on each invoice, 
a significant time savings for our averageof 20 
invoices per week. The invoice file is useful 
for year-end reports, and the names and ad- 
dresses form a client list for marketing activi- 
ties. In addition, one person handles all invoic- 
ing, and the invoices arenow uniform in layout 
and terminology and are free of math and 
typing errors. 
Assessment 
Our original goal is soon to be met. Our 
VAX pull-the-plug party is scheduled forsome- 
time in the next two weeks and our VAX files 
now residein PC landon Q&A or WordPerfect. 
Q&A fits our original specifications very well. 
It is easy to use, can be used for many kinds of 
databases, and allows searching capability. 
Although not part of our original goals, we 
have quantified a small amount of "saved 
time" as a result of Q&A. Perhaps even more 
important are thequalitative benefits: improved 
quality control, faster, more professional re- 
sponse to inquiries, better analysis of library 
services, and improved staff morale due to 
better control over the collection. 
We have not used all of Q&A's features; 
somedo not fit our current needs (e.g.,CrossTab 
Reports), and some we haven't explored fully 
(e.g., Intelligent Assistant). We use the word 
processing software for invoicing but prefer 
WordPerfect 5.1 for most other applications. 
The Future 
- - - -  - -  
Triodyne recently established the Novel1 
LAN referrcd to earlier and the library is just 
beginning to function within it. Toaddress the 
opportunities available through LAN access, a 
new company-wide LAN planning group has 
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been set up. The library is represented in this For our library at this point in its computer 
group; we plan to place the library Q&A files evolution, Q&A works. We are able u, manage 
on the network (using Q&A's network-spe- our specialized databases using standard biblio- 
cific security) for our secretaries and engi- graphic practices, and have improved our in- 
neers, who have begun to use Q&A for their voicing, reporting, and analytic functions. Q&A 
own specialized files. Other applications will has paved the way for exciting next steps: im- 
emerge as the group progresses. proving library bibliographic control by build- 
ing new databases and developing the LAN.. 
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State Library Survey Online Search Services 
by Beverley Shirley 
According to a survey of the reference departments of the 50 state libraries, a 
typical state library subscribes to several CD-ROM products. These subscriptions 
include DIALOG services. The typical state library performs somewhere around 50 
searches each month for state government employees or for patrons who are 
referred through their local public libraries. The library has no charge, or a very 
minimal fee, for providing this service, and expects to recover less than 10% of its 
expenses through billing patrons. State libraries that provide services free of charge 
do more searching than libraries that charge back searching costs to their clients. 
Those that charge back can ex ect to recover a larger percentage of their expenses 
than libraries following other ! ee practices. However, these fee-based libraries will 
, still recoup less than 50% of their search costs. 
Introduction 
The Texas State Library adopted a fee- 
based system for its database search service in 
fiscal year 1990. Prior to this time, database 
services were provided free of charge, up to a 
maximum of $20 per month, for state agen- 
cies. Only amounts over the $20 maximum 
were billed. Changing to a fee-based system 
was suggested for the following reasons: 
1. The state library budget was becoming 
increasingly tight, and it was necessary 
to explore methods of providing ser- 
vices within this budget. An obvious 
alternative was to let the users of the 
information pay for its retrieval. 
2. As the amounts charged by database 
suppliers and vendors increased, it be- 
came difficult to do a quality search for 
under $20, yet state agencies consis- 
tently instructed the state library 
searcher not to go over the $20 of free 
searching allotted to the agency each 
month. Thus, the database searcher was 
given a directive to provide a quality 
product with less than adequate funds 
with which to search. 
3. If a fee-based system proved success- 
ful with state agencies, there was the 
possibility of expanding this service to 
private individuals. This action would 
be consistent with the practice of pro- 
viding services to the general public, 
would improve visibility, and would 
increase the volume of searching done, 
funherjustifying the database subscrip- 
tions held. 
4. A bill-back policy would allow the ref- 
erence unit to meet the demand for 
online database searches within the 
current library budget without compro- 
mising other services. In adopting a fee 
base for this service, the library would 
join the ranks of 200-300 other librar- 
ies in the U.S. and Canada that operate 
with some type of fee-based service.l 
A year after implementing the bill-back 
system, however, the reference unit reported a 
noticeable drop in the number of client searches 
performed. The two most likely reasons for 
this drop are: 
1. The number of state agency libraries 
subscribing to online databases and 
doing in-house searching for agency 
employees had increased. 
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2.The sate library had implemented a 
fee-based system to chargeagency per- 
sonnel for searches. 
When discussing these issues informally 
with librarians from other state libraries, it was 
discovered that considerably more database 
searching was going on at some state library 
agencies for which they searched; that addi- 
tional patrons for search services were being 
referred to state libraries by public libraries; 
and that funding at these libraries seemed 
adequate to meet the needs of all searching 
done. These informal discussions prompted 
the reference unit to survey all state libraries in 
order to gather complete data on online search 
service policies, practices, and procedures. 
Purpose 
The state library survey of online searching 
services was designed to provide descriptive 
statistics on: 
1 .  What types of database searching ser- 
vices are provided (Questions 1,2,8).  
2. To whom database searching services 
are provided (Question 3). 
3. What kindof funding and billingproce- 
dures are followed (Questions 4,5, 7). 
4. How much the search service is being 
used, as reflected by the number of 
searches performed each month (Ques- 
tion 6). 
An additional purpose of this study was to 
use the survey data to determine whether there 
is a relationship between billing practices and 
number of searches performed, between bill- 
ing practices and percentage of search costs 
recovered, and between number of CD-ROM 
subscriptions and number of online database 
searches performed. 
Related Study 
A similar survey was undertaken in 1984 by 
the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies 
(COSLA). The purpose of their study was "to 
identify issues and trends in fees for service in 
stateand local ~ibraries."~ while in many ways 
this 1984 study is still significant and valid, 
this researcher felt that a new study was neces- 
sary to focus in more detail on the dynamic 
field of online searching services and to gather 
statistics on the total population of 50 state 
libraries. (COSLA's results were based on 42 
responding libraries-an 84% return.) The 
current study, therefore, updates and expands 
the COSLA Survey. 
Methods 
The Survey of State Library Online Search- 
ing Services was mailed to the heads of the 
reference departments of the 50 state libraries. 
The initial mailing took place on September 
11, 1991, with a request that surveys be re- 
turned to the Texas StateLibrary by October 7, 
1991. On October 1 1, a second survey wassent 
to all libraries that had not responded by that 
date. After the second mailing, all but one 
library had returned completed surveys. This 
library was contacted by telephone, and the 
head reference librarian gave his responses 
verbally. 
The survey employed a closed questioning 
technique, providing multiple choice answers 
for the questions asked in order to make the 
survey easier for librarians to complete and for 
the researcher to tabulate. To allow for sponta- 
neous responses, a section was provided for 
respondents' comments. A copy of the survey 
questionnaire is reproduced in figure 1. 
The following assumptions were made in 
conducting and tabulating the survey: 
1.  Librarians answered survey questions 
in an honest manner. Because the sur- 
vey population is state librarians, their 
policies, practices, and procedures are 
a matter of public record. Therefore, no 
librarian should have hesitated to an- 
swer the questions honestly and com- 
pletely. 
2. Because thestatistics gatheredare based 
on a 100% return of the total population 
of state libraries, statistical procedures 
associated with sample or partial re- 
turns are not appropriate tools. Terms 
such as "level of significance" or "de- 
gree of confidence" are meaningless 
when data reflect the total population. 
Thus, conclusions are reached on the 
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basis of raw numbers and percentages. 
The danger in this situation is that, with 
a small, 50-library population, should 
one or two libraries change their proce- 
dures, the entire survey results could be 
shifted. The researcher has kept this in 
mind when making recommendations 
based upon this data. 
3. Not all libraries answered all questions. 
Therefore, when cross-tabulations were 
made, those surveys that did not re- 
spond to both of the questions involved 
were not included in the cross tabula- 
tion. 
Results (Figure 2) 
Types of database searching 
This study shows that 49 of the 50 state 
libraries provide online searching services. 
Multipurpose database services account for 
most state library subscriptions. DIALOG, 
BRS, WILSONLINE, EPIC receive a total of 
112 subscriptions in 48 libraries (96%). Fol- 
lowing theseare the newsdatabases (Datatimes, 
VUKEXT, LEXIS/NEXIS, NewsNet) with 
50 subscriptions in 27 libraries (54%) and 
legal and/orgovernment databases (Legi-Slate, 
Westlaw, LEXISfNEXIS, CQ Washington 
Alert, ISIS, LEGISNET, STATENET, and 
LOGIN) with 50 subscriptions in 24 libraries 
(48%). 
The database service to which most libraries 
subscribe is DIALOG, carried by 47 state 
libraries (94%). This is followed by BRS (54%), 
WILSONLINE (48%). DataTimes(34%), VU/ 
TEXT (34%), LEXIS/NEXIS (30%), EPIC 
(28%), LC Direct (26%), Westlaw (18%), and 
Legi-Slate (16%). There are numerous other 
services subscribed to by 10% fewer of the 
state libraries. 
CD-ROM subscriptions follow a similar 
pattern. Ninety-two percent of state libraries 
hold at least one CD-ROM subscription. Most 
libraries listed several CD-ROM products to 
which they subscribe, and two libraries indi- 
cated that they held too many subscriptions to 
list. Government and/or social science data- 
bases account for the largest number of CD 
subscriptions with approximately 39 product 
subscriptions in 21 libraries (42%). Subscrip- 
tions to the GPO Monthly Catalog in CD- 
ROM format make up the largest subset of this 
group, with 18 libraries subscribing to theCD- 
ROM MoCat from a variety of producers. 
There are approximately 28 subscriptions to 
general periodical CDs, 13 to Books in Print, 
12 to CDs to which fewer than 10 state librar- 
ies subscribe. CD subscription numbers re- 
flected in these statistics are approximations, 
as soine libraries reported that their CD sub- 
scriptions are too numerous to list, and others 
indicated that they subscribe to a category of 
CDs (for example "Wilson CDs") rather than 
listing each separately. Government deposi- 
tory subscriptions were not included in the 
figures tallied in this survey. 
There is no discernablerelationship between 
number of CD-ROM subscriptions and num- 
ber of online searches performed each month. 
Although state libraries with no CD-ROMs 
are doing fewer online searches (of four librar- 
ies that report no CD-ROMs, two are perforrn- 
ing 1-10 online searches per month and none 
report doing more than 100 online searches per 
monlh), no other relationships are apparent. 
(See figure 3.) 
To whom services are provided 
All 49 state libraries that offer search ser- 
vices provide these services to state govem- 
ment employees. Eighteen state libraries (36%) 
responded that their services are available to 
all stateresidents. Twelve state libraries (24%) 
indicated that searches are performed for pub- 
lic libraries, library systems, or public library 
patrons when the request is funneled through 
the public library. Two libraries (4%) will 
search for anyone who pays the fee if it is 
required. The total number of libraries search- 
ing for public libraries and/or all state resi- 
dents is 32 (64%). 
Funding and billing procedures 
Twenty-seven of the state libraries (54%) 
charge no fees for their search services (with 
one library specifying that out-of-state re- 
quests for LEXIS searches are billed). An 
additional six libraries (12%) provide their 
scrvices free if the search is less than a speci- 
fied amount and charge only for searches that 
exceed the library's limit. Six libraries (12%) 
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provide free searching to state government 
and/or public libraries while charging for oth- 
ers. Only nine libraries (18%) indicated that 
they bill patrons for the actual cost of the 
search or cost plus service fee. Of the two 
remaining libraries, one does not perform 
searches and the other charges a $.25 cent per 
page fee for printouts. 
Of the 24 libraries that have some fee sched- 
ule, 14 (58%) bill patrons after the search is 
performed. Two libraries ask patrons to set up 
an account against which searching charges 
are assessed. One requires a deposit in ad- 
vance, and five responded that they used other 
methods for billing their patrons. 
Twenty-six state libraries (52%) indicated 
that none of their searching expenses is recov- 
ered through userfees. An additional 13 librar- 
ies (26%) felt that they recover 1 to 10% of 
their costs. Only one library responded that it 
was recouping 75% or more of its searching 
expenses through user fees. Charting the per- 
centage of searching expenses recovered as a 
function of fee practice yields surprising re- 
sults. Ofthe eight libraries that charge back the 
full amount of a search, only three (38%) are 
recovering over half of their expenses. In fact, 
the largest group of "actual cost" libraries- 
three (38%)-fell into the second-to-lowest 
cost recovery category. In general, libraries 
that charge back are still not covering their 
costs. (See figure 4.) 
Amount of searching done 
Statistics on the amount of searching done 
per month fall into a Gaussian distribution. 
The largest number of libraries, 13 (26%), 
reported 21 to 50 searches per month. Eleven 
libraries (22%) reported searching databases 
51 to 100 times per month. The number of 
libraries searching 1 to 10 times per month is 
equal to the number that do more than 100 
searches (9 each). Three libraries did not an- 
swer this question. 
Some interesting relationships develop when 
comparing fee practices and numberof searches 
performed. While, in gross numbers, those 
libraries with no fees are doing more searching 
that those that charge for their services, the 
libraries that search free for state government 
or public libraries while charging for others 
are searching more per library. Eighty-eight 
percent of those searching free forgovernment 
or public libraries are doing more than 20 
searches per month as compared to 74% of the 
libraries charging no (or minimal) fees and 
38% of those that charge actual cost. Thirty- 
eight of the "free to govemment/charge to 
others" group are searching more than 100 
times a month as compared to 19% of those 
charging "no fees" and none of the actual cost 
libraries. One explanation for these results 
may be a larger client base for those in the "free 
to government/charge to others" group. 
Conclusions 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from 
the survey results: 
1. Dropping online searching fees would 
increase the number of online searches 
done at a state library. Thirty-eight 
percent of state libraries charging back 
searching costs are performing more 
than 50 searches each month com- 
pared to 74% of libraries that charge 
no or minimal fees. These figures indi- 
cate that dropping fees would increase 
usage of the services enormously. 
2. User fees do not bring in revenue equal 
to the costs of providing a searching 
service. While state libraries follow- 
ing bill-back practices are recouping 
some of their costs, most are recover- 
ing less than half of their expenses. 
3. State libraries with CD-ROM subscrip- 
tions do more online searches than 
state libraries without CD-ROM sub- 
script~ons. However, the number of 
CD-ROMs to which the library sub- 
scribes doesn't have any apparent rela- 
tionship to the number of online 
searches done. 
4. Searching free for government em- 
ployees and public libraries will result 
in more use of services. Those libraries 
that search free for state government 
or public libraries while charging for 
others are searching more per library 
than librariescharging no (or minimal) 
fees or those that charge actual cost. 
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Recommendations 
On the basis of the survey findings, state 
libraries wanting to expand the scope of their 
searching services should consider the follow- 
ing options: 
1. To increase the usage of online search 
services, state libraries should dropuser 
fees. Survey results indicate that drop- 
ping user fees would increase use of 
online services. Another consequence 
of this action, however, would be a 
significant increase in the amount spent 
on online searching. The Idaho State 
Library commented that "This figure 
[21-50 searches per month] has re- 
mained fairly constant over the three 
years since we abandoned charges; our 
bills run $700-$l,OOO/month for DIA- 
LOG,our major vendor." When Gover- 
nors State University Library in Illinois 
went from afw-based service tosearch- 
ing free for the university community, 
the demand for online searching in- 
creased fourfold and was expected to 
level out at two to two and a half times 
the number of searches performed in 
previous years.3 A state library with 
$200 per month to spend on DIALOG 
searches will find free searching an 
unrealistic option. 
2. A state library that wants to expand its 
online search services should consider 
becoming a library of last recourse for 
public libraries or library systems in the 
state. Twelve state libraries indicated 
that they perform in thiscapacity ,doing 
searches free of charge for those libnr- 
ies that do not provide the service them- 
selves. Implementing this option would 
place online searching as a statewide 
library service, a state library activity 
whose budget is supplemented with 
federal funds. The extra expense in- 
curred by expanding services in this 
direction, therefore, would be some- 
what offset by the increased funding 
options available. 
3. Become aconsulting library for agency 
libraries, possibly to expand this ser- 
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vice to include public libraries. As the 
number of state government agencies 
doing their own searching increases, 
the amount of searching done by the 
state library should fall off. Because the 
agency libraries are physically closer to 
their patrons and the agency librarians 
more familiar with their subject matter 
than are the state library searchers, on- 
site searching by agency librarians is to 
be encouraged. However, by farming 
out the searching duties among so many 
persons, the state loses money in train- 
ing costs and in the number of ineffi- 
cient searches done by less experienced 
searchers. This loss could be offset 
somewhat by having the state library 
take on theroleof consultantand trainer 
to the agency librarians who are doing 
(or considering) online searches. This 
option would involve developing for- 
mal workshops, updates, and demon- 
strations. If the library decided to ex- 
pand this service, similar sessions could 
be offered to public libraries through- 
out the state, including demonstrations 
to library boards. Should this expanded 
role be taken on, the online searching 
function would come partially under 
the jurisdiction of library services,once 
again increasing funding options. 
4. Increase CD subscriptions. Use of CD- 
ROM product allows state libraries to 
market some bibliographic access free 
of charge. This marketing would im- 
prove the visibility of thelibrary. As the 
expenses for CDsareestablished , some 
of the guesswork of budgeting for on- 
line costs would be eliminated as well. 
If a patron decides that an online search 
is required, it could still be offered as an 
option. 
Summary and Implications for Future 
Studies 
This study of state library online searching 
services provides a basic overview of the pa- 
trons served, databases offered, and fees 
charged by state libraries. A more detailed 
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examinationof these libraries' funding sources 
would provide valuable information. From 
what sources do the funds for online searches 
come? How many state library reference units 
are using federal funds and how do they justify 
this use? How much are the state legislatures 
providing? Are legislative appropriations ear- 
marked for online searching? Who hasapplied 
for grants to expand or maintain database 
services? Who has gotten grants and from 
whom? 
An examination of astate library's relation- 
ship to other state agencies is also an area in 
need of further clarification. How many state 
libraries are doing all the online searching for 
the governmental agencies in the state? Do any 
state libraries coordinate the online searching 
going on within the various state agencies? Do 
the state agency librarians practice any coop- 
erativecollection development with regards to 
nonprint resources such as database and CD- 
ROM subscriptions? 
Finally, some philosophical discussion of 
the use of fees at the state library is needed. A 
short discussion of this nature appears in the 
paper, "The 'New' State Library: Changing 
Environments, Emerging Roles" by Roderick 
G. Swartz and Nancy L. ~ u s s ~ . ~  However, a 
more complete examination of the unique 
position of the state library with regards to the 
fee vs. free issue is needed. 
Studies of state library policies, practices, 
and procedures are of benefit to librarians in 
the state library agencies; to state government 
librarians and personnel; and to the public, 
university, and special libraries that call upon 
the state library for guidelines, leadership, 
assistance, and referrals. 
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OF STATE LIBRARY ONLINE SEARCHING SERVICES 
Library for the State of : 
- - - -- 
Form Completed by: 
Does your library provide an online search service? 
a. yes b. no (Skip to question number 8) 
-
To which online database(s) do you subscribe? (Mark as many as apply) 
a. DIALOG 
- - -- b.  BRS -- c .  Wilsonline 
-- d.  Datqimes - -- e. VulText 
-- 
f .  Legislate 
g .  Westlaw 
-
h .  Lexis/Nexis __ i. CQ Washington Alert 
-- 
j. Other, please list: 
-  .- .- 
To whom do you provide online database search services? 
(Mark as many as apply) 
a. State government employees __ b . Residents of the local community 
c. Any state resident d .  Other, please specify: 
-
How do you assess user fees for your services? (Select one) 
a. No fees are charged. (Skip to question 6.) 
-
b. The actual cost of the search is billed to the client 
c.  The cost of the search plus a service fee are billed to the client. 
-
d .  The cost of the search plus librarian time are billed to the client. 
-- 
e. Other, please explain: 
--- - -- 
How do you collect user fees? (Select one) 
a. Patrons establish and maintian an account against which charges are assessed. 
b. A deposit is required in advance of the search. 
-- c .  Payment is required at the time of the search. 
d. Patrons are billed some time after the search. 
e . Other, please explain: - 
How many online patron searches do you perform each month (excluding OCLC's 
Union list and excluding searches done for ILL ~ u r ~ o s e s l ?  
- .  
b. 11-20 
- - 
c .  21-50 
e. over 100 
What percent of search costs are recovered through user fees? 
a. None 
- -- 
b.  1-10% C. 10-25% 
- 
d. 25-50% e .  50-75% f .  75-100% 
- - 
Do you subscribe to any CD-ROM database(s)? 
a. no 
- - - .- b . yes, please list: 
~- 
PLEASE RETURN SURVEY BY OCTOBER 7,  1991 TO: 
-- 
Reference Unit. Texas State Librarv 
P.O. Box Box 12927 




Figure 3 Relationship Between Number of CD-ROM 
Subscriptions and Number of Searches Performed 
number of 
libraries 
1 - 1 0  11 -20  21 -50  51 -100  over1 00 
number of searches 
KEY 
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figure 4 Relationship Between Fee Practices and Per 
Cent of Search Cost Recovered 
% of searching cost recovered 
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others are charged fee is charged 
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On the Scene 
Ethnic Minorities in Librarianship: A 
Selected Bibliography 
by Tbeo S. Jones-Quartey and Kit S. Byunn 
- 
As the United States of America becomes increasingly ethnically diverse, many 
libraries faced with the challenge of meeting the special needs of a multi-ethnic 
community, are committing to providing multicultural collections. The library 
community however, must not overlook the equally important need to work towards 
recruiting, retaining and managing a multi-ethnic professional library workforce. 
This paper and bibliography, focusing on the ethnic minority librarian, discuss the 
current state of ethnic diversity in libraries. This research brings together references 
to library literature pertinent to the issue of ethnic minority librarians. 
A primary role of libraries is to meet the 
information needs of the communities which 
they serve. The demographics of the United 
States show that these communities are be- 
coming increasingly culturally and racially 
diverse. It is important therefore, that libraries 
respond to this fact by reflecting diversity in 
both their collections and their professional 
staff. Unfortunately, ethnic minority librar- 
ians continue to be almost nonexistent. This 
bibliography focuses on the librarian or library 
service provider who is an ethnic minority. It 
is aimed at providing information on research 
and literature that is immediately relevant to 
ethnic minority librarians. 
American demographic statistical projec- 
tions clearly exhibit the increasing diversity of 
the population. African, Asian, Hispanic, and 
Native Americans now makeup approximately 
21% of the population of the Unites States and 
it has been projected that by the year 2000 
these ethnic groups will make up approxi- 
mately a third of the population. Sometime in 
the next century, this group may become a 
majority in the United States. Clearly, librar- 
ies must respond to this demographic reality in 
order to effectively serve their increasingly 
diverse users. Some efforts to adapt can be 
witnessed in the programs, collections and 
services of many libraries, especially those 
located in cities with large ethnic populations. 
These attempts to remove barriers to ethnic 
minorities and develop services sensitive to 
the needs of multiethnic users are recognized 
by most as fundamentally important and nec- 
essary responses. Yet it is vital that we do not 
overlook thecrucial needtoreflectthe society's 
diversity by including, accepting, and retain- 
ing representatives of all the society's ethnic 
groups in the professional work force of our 
library institutions. 
Diversity withinalibrary's workforceshould 
be viewed as a source of strength and richness. 
Librarians of color can bring unique insight 
and "perspective to the development of pro- 
grams, services, and collections designed to 
meet the needs of varied users. Kravitz, et al, 
provide an excellent overview of the need to 
adjust library services to the "emerging major- 
ity." They point out that "a person of color 
walking into a library rarely sees a profes- 
sional person of color and the collections often 
do not reflect his or her cultural and life expe- 
riences." Their paper concludes that the long 
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term future of libraries as institutions depends 
in part on the "recruitment, retention, and 
advancement of people of color to the profes- 
sion." l 
Unfortunately, surveys conducted by the 
American Library Association (ALA) in 1980 
and 1985 confirmed that librarians of color 
continue to be rare. In 1980, ethnic minorities 
made up only 11.8% of the professional li- 
brary staff reported. Even more discourag- 
ing was ALA's 1985 finding that there had 
been no increase in ethnic minority librarians 
but in facta slight decrease to 11.5% ofprofes- 
sional staff in libra~ies.~ According to the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, in 1988, Hispanics 
comprised a mere 2% of the library workforce 
and African Americans only 8%. The 1990 
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) sur- 
vey reported that minorities had only 10% of 
all ARL  position^.^ 
As the American population and individual 
communities become more multiethnic, the 
survival of a library will be dependent on its 
acceptance of ethnic minorities both as pro- 
viders and users of library services. 
By assembling source information research 
and literature focusing on the ethnic minority 
librarian, this bibliography should aid in the 
identification of the many issues involved in 
adapting library services to diverse popula- 
tions by including more people of color in the 
professional library workforce. 
The first section lists documents providing 
statistics and data of immediate relevance to 
ethnic minority librarians. The second section 
deals with the subject of library education. 
The relatively small number of ethnic minor- 
ity graduate students in library and infoma- 
tion science programs cannot be disputed. In 
1989, minorities made up only 8% of those 
receiving master's degrees in library ~cience.~ 
A major first step toward increasing this per- 
centage would therefore be to develop a larger 
employable poolofqualified librarians ofcolor 
by encouraging the enrollment and retainment 
ofethnic minorities in library schools. A study 
of the experiences of ethnic minorities in li- 
brary school, and theefforts being made by the 
schools to embrace cultural diversity, would 
provide great insight. 
The third section focuses on the efforts to 
recruit ethnic minorities for librarianship. An 
important factor related to this issue is the 
sensitivity of the recruitment process to the 
need to seek qualified people of color for the 
library profession. The fourth section deals 
with some of the steps being taken to increase 
the awareness of multi-ethnic diversity within 
the library work place and to improve the 
management of such diversity. This is crucial 
to the retainment of ethnic minorities in the 
library profession. Information on how librar- 
ians are being prepared and trained to serve the 
multi-ethnic population without bias or preju- 
dice can be found in these sources. 
The final section lists sources (1975 to 
present) which illustrate the perceptions and 
opinions of librarians. African American li- 
brarians have long been a tiny percentage of 
the professional library workforce. Increasing 
numbers of Asians have come to the United 
States of America in pursuit of scholarship, yet 
Asian Americans are still significantly 
underrepresented in thelibrary workforce. The 
1990 census showed a fifty percent growth in 
the Hispanic (ChicanolLatinolHispanic) 
population between 1980 and 1990, but 
changes in the composition of library staffs 
have lagged dramatically behind. Native 
Americans have long been virtually nonexist- 
ent on library staffs. In fact, the previously 
mentioned 1985 survey found the overall Na- 
tive American (American IndianIAlaskan Na- 
tive) population to be a mere 0.2% of the total 
professional staff in libraries. 
It should be noted that this compilation is by 
no means a complete or comprehensive record 
of all the publications dealing with thelibrarian 
of color. Rather, it is a selection from the 
literature of some of the research most perti- 
nent to this issue. 
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Looking to the Year 2000: Information 
Professionals Chart the Course 
The Special Libraries 
Associa tion 
84th Annual Conference - I d 
Cincinnati, OH 
June 5-1 0,1993 
SLA 
-/szzGL 
C hart your course to the SLA's 84th Annual Conference, June 5-10, 1993, in Cincin- 
nati! If you are looking ahead to the year 2000 
or to June 1993, this year's Conference will 
highlight the world of new and expanding 
technology, as well as greater cooperation 
between information professionals worldwide. 
You need to be there. As professionals, SLA 
members must continue their quest for quality, 
and this year's Conference programming will 
help enhance all participants' ability to effec- 
tively satisfy the needs of their clientele. 
In thinking about the future, it is helpful to 
look at the past for a sense of history and 
purpose. The last time the Special Libraries 
Association met in Cincinnati was May 1 6  
21,1954, at the Netherland Plaza Hotel for the 
44th Annual Conference. An archival copy of 
the program shows we had 15 divisions then. 
Now we have 27 divisions and five caucuses. 
In 1954, there were programs on planning 
libraries, handling irregular serials, preserva- 
tion of materials, and subject headings in so- 
cial welfare, to mention a few. There were 36 
exhibitors in Cincinnati then, and for our 84th 
Annual Conference, we will have 300 exhibi- 
tors and400 booths. The Association hasgrown 
and changed in many ways; however, one 
concern from the 1950s still rings true. Special 
librarianship should be tailored to serve spe- 
cific and sometimes unconventional require- 
ments of the organizations that we are serving. 
The format of information and the technology 
used for access will change dramatically as the 
decades go by, but the purpose remains clear. 
How we approach information needs in the 
21st century will remain a key part of your 
future as a profession. 
Even if you have been to Cincinnati before, 
make plans now for a return visit to see all the 
changes. If you have never been before, you 
are in for a treat. The city is a crossroads of 
Midwest commerce and culture. The Conven- 
tion Center is spacious and there are 3,000 
hotel rooms five blocks or less from the Cen- 
ter. A 16-block elevated pedestrian Skywalk 
system is your link to the hotels, restaurants, 
shops, stores, and banks. Be sure to allow 
some time in your schedule to sample the local 
cuisine, from a five-star restaurant to the five- 
way chili for which Cincinnati is famous. 
For leisure hours, Cincinnati offers a wide 
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variety of activities for every taste, from com- 
edy clubs to the zoo, the opera, museums, or a 
Reds game. The riverboat cruises along the 
Ohio River are a wonderful diversion, too. 
Prepare now t enjoy the entertainment and 
culture of Cincinnati while you are in town. 
There are three museums within easy walking 
distance of downtown hotels. The Taft Mu- 
seum and the Contemporary Arts Center will 
have exhibits ongoing during the SLA Confer- 
ence. The Taft Museum also has permanent 
exhibits. The Contemporary Arts Center is 
where the controversial Robert Mapplethorpe 
exhibit was displayed in 1990. The third mu- 
seum is the Cincinnati Fire Museum which has 
permanent exhibits pertaining to fire depart- 
ment equipment. Showboat Majestic, a 
riverboat converted to a small theater, will be 
presenting a play during the Conference week. 
The sawyer Point Proctor and Gamble Pavil- 
ion also has some entertainment scheduled 
that week. And for those looking for nightclub 
entertainment, there are severalclubs tochoose 
from in the downtown area, a selection of 
which includes: Ray Combs Cincinnati Com- 
edy Connection, The Funny Bone Riverfront, 
The Blue Wisp Lounge and Jazz Club. There 
are also several places on Peter Rose Way and 
"Riverboat Row" on the Kentucky side of the 
river, and lounges in several hotels. For those 
looking for a leisurely sightseeing trip around 
the downtown area, there are horse drawn 
carriage rides available every evening starting 
from the Fountain Square area. 
These are only a few of the many cultural 
and entertainment opportunities in Cincinnati 
that might fit into your schedule during the 
SLA Annual Conference. The SLA hospitality 
booth, staffed by the members of the Cincin- 
nati Chapter of SLA, will provide a more 
complete list. 
Conference Highlights 
This year's Annual Conference will sparkle 
with brilliant opportunities for members to 
learn, network, andexplore. After you register 
and pick up your Conference material at the 
Conference Registration site, located in the 
main lobby of the Convention Center, make 
sure you stop by the SLA Exhibit, located just 
off the main lobby. Theexhibit will feature the 
latest and most up-to-date resources available 
on the market today. 
Make sure you schedule ample time during 
the Conference to attend the two General Ses- 
sion, Monday and Tuesday of Conference 
week at 9:00 am each day. Monday will fea- 
ture Raymond C. Kurzweil, the pncipal de- 
veloperof the first omni-font optical character 
recognition technology. Tuesday will feature 
Barbara Mackoff, a consultant and lecturer 
with a unique approach to managing stress and 
increasing productivity. 
The SLA divisions have planned a super 
program this year. With over 300 separate 
sessions dealing with SLA division business 
to such diverse topics as: 
Exploring the Notion of a Virtual Li- 
brary 
Consumer Attitudes Toward Biotech- 
nology 
Total Quality Management 
Time Savers for Solos ... and Others 
IVHS-How Will the Smart Car Af- 
fect Your Personal Transportation 
Improving the Quality of Reference 
Service 
Desktop Delivery of Information in a 
Corporate Library 
The Ethics and Problems of Access to 
Information 
Internet 
Capital Tools: Maps for Business 
Organizational Positioning: Case 
Studies 
LANS and WANs and Real Life 
Streamlined Searching Techniques 
Planning for Automation 
Going, Going, Gone! The State of 
Library Security 
The above is only a small fraction of those 
sessions planned by the 27 diverse divisions of 
the Association for your use and information. 
The Preliminary Conference Program (mailed 
to the full membership in March) will contain 
detailed information on all such planned ac- 
tivities. 
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Plan now! Your participation at SLA's 1993 
Annual Conference is beneficial to both you 
and your organization. In fact, an investment 
in SLA's Conference will come back to the 
employer many times over. Here's how: 
by creating a more productive and 
capable employee; 
by enduring an employee's profes- 
sional development; 
by providing cost-effective training 
to keep your organization competi- 
tive; 
by giving you new ideas that you can 
quickly and easily apply; 
by helping you learn about and com- 
pare the latest in library supplies and 
services in the Exhibit Hall; 
by providing a forum for interaction 
and the exchange of ideas that will 
enable you and your library to benefit 
from the successes (and to avoid the 
mistakes) of others; 
... and in many, many other ways. 
Between the programs, roundtables,courses, 
workshops, and the exhibits, you will learn 
about a new tool or technique that can be 
implemented in your library that will more 
than pay for your attendance-both in time 
and dollars. 
Be on the lookout for the Preliminary Pro- 
gram booklet in March. For non-members 
wishing to receive a copy of the program, 
please write to SLA, attn: Manager, Confer- 
ence and Meeting, at 1700 18th Sweet, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20009. 
The Preliminary Program will contain the 
official housing form that you will need to fill 
out and return to the address mentioned to 
obtain a Conference hotel. The program will 
also contain the registration form with all 
instructions. You may fax your registration 
form to SLA if you charge the registration fee 
to a major credit card. 
Conference Registration fees are: 
Member Advance* $150 
Member on Site $190 
Member One Day $110 
Nonmember Advance* $245 
Nonmember on Site $290 
Nonmember One Day $140 
Students, Retired and/or 
Accompanying Person $85 
*advance registration must be received by 
May 1,1993. 
See you all in Cincinnati! 
Be sure to plan time in you conference schedule to visit SLA's 400-booth exhibit hall! 
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Call for 1 994 Conference Papers 
The themeof the 1994 SLA Conference will 
be "Information Vision." The challenges of 
the 21st century are beginning to crystallize, 
and it is now time for inforation professionals 
to develop and implement an information 
vission that will enable them to be full-fledged 
participants in the future. The theme with its 
focus on vision embodies the following key 
concepts: 
* managing for the next century; 
visionary information technologies; 
problemsolving and teamwork ap- 
proaches; 
strategic planning; and 
workforce changes. 
You are invited to submit papers for the 1994 
Atlanta Conference that address the theme of 
information vision. Mu1 timedia presentations 
and poster-sessions related to the conference 
theme will beconsidered. Papers accepted will 
be presented at the contributed papers ses- 
sions. Very specific submissions will be re- 
ferred to appropriate divisions. 
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Book Review 
Advances in Online Pubkc Access Cata- 
logs. Edited by Marsh Ra. Westport, 
Cr: Medckr Publishing, 1992. 190p. 
ISBN: M 7 3 6 - 7 7 5 - 5 .  
A dvances in Online Public Access Catalogs is a new annual, edited by Marsha Ra of 
the City University of New York, devoted to 
the increasingly complex developments and 
incarnations of OPACs available to public 
service librarians and patrons. The book con- 
tains eleven articles grouped under three broad 
sections: user interfaces, enhancements of the 
traditional catalog record, and new definitions 
of the scope of the OPAC. The range of OPAC 
applications and trends examined is diverse 
and includes chapters on the music materials 
subsystem of ILLINET (Leslie Trouunan), 
oriental language materials (R. C. Jamieson), 
and a model of cooperative cataloging in Yu- 
goslavia (Primoz Juznic and Herbert Pax.) 
Less exotic but quite interesting is a study of 
OPAC use at Adelphi University (Terry Ballard 
and Jim Smith) and a description of the Uni- 
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's 
dream techno-feast extended OPAC (William 
Mischo and Timothy Cole). 
This last piece appears to have grown from 
previouswork by Mischoand Cole (with David 
Stem), which first appeared in Science and 
Technology Libraries and Database Searcher 
in 1990. It would seem that the other chapters 
in this annual are appearing for the f is t  time 
since none of the other titles is cited in the 
library literature from 1990 on-so we are 
getting fairly fresh material here. 
In general, the writing gets high marks for 
quality-there is even some lyricism: Andy 
Perry's chapter caps an evaluation of SUNY's 
integrated PAClink project with a wee sci-fi 
scenario for Millennium Day, 1999. Through- 
out, illustrative figures of display screens, dia- 
grams, and the like are helpful and well cho- 
sen. 
So much for the goodnews. The bad news is 
that I find this annual lacking in an overall 
editorial viewpoint and description of what it 
wants to be when it grows up. To be fair, yes, 
it is the very first issue, but Ms. Ra's pleasant 
and readable introduction does no more than 
give us a short take on OPACs (with the 
accurate observation that the public catalog is 
indeed becoming a new species, the total in- 
formation system) and then tells us what we're 
going to read. No mention of what to expect for 
the future of this publication, no explanation 
of the criteria for inclusion of these articles, a 
rather perfunctory index, and-most damag- 
ing of all-no bibliography of related articles 
for the year. An annual collection about public 
service and OPACs is surely the ideal place for 
such a bibliography. Of course you could do it 
yourself, but its absence certainly diminishes 
the allure of this volume. As such, it may have 
difficulty reaching the large audience of spe- 
cial librarians it could otherwise attract. 
I am also troubled by the fact that in nearly 
two hundred pages about advanced infonna- 
tion-retrieval systems, I never once encoun- 
tered the word "hypertext" or "hypercard." 
This may be nitpicking; there is a great deal to 
be said and written about OPACs and it can't 
all happen in one volume at one time. I just 
couldn't get over the feeling that a vital com- 
ponent of bibliographic acuity and utility that 
would justify this otherwise absorbing collec- 
tion was missing, and at $55 a pop, I think 
Advances in Online Public Access Catalogs 
needs some editorial fine-tuning in order to 
become the publication it should want to be. 
Brian Convery, Librarian, Video and Film 
Center, Free Library of Philadelphia 
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Software Review 
TLC: Total library Computerization 
ON POINT, INC. 2606 36th Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.202- 
338-891 4. Complete $2050. First 
module $550, each additional $500. 
ON POINT has created a simple yet sophis- 
ticated product for small to medium- sized 
libraries called TLC (Total Library Computer- 
ization). This program is designed for IBM 
and IBM-compatiblepersonalcomputers. TLC 
provides a means to automate basic library 
functions in six separate modules. The mod- 
ules are: catalogmg, borrowing, interlibrary 
loan, serials control, ordering, and memos. 
TLC is written using askSam, a software 
program used in many special and school 
libraries. ON POINT has done the program- 
ming for you by effectively using the rich 
capabilities of askSam. Thestand- alone mod- 
ules are an attractive feature because a library 
can use any part of the system without being 
required to purchase the entire system. The 
down side of this is that TLC is not a relational 
database product. Although data have to be 
entered separately in every applicable module, 
TLC has a feature that allows the user to access 
all data in a single search calledGlobal Search. 
This Global Search capability compensates 
for the lack of a relational database. 
TLCis menu-driven. The user moves through 
a series of menus to add, update, print, and 
delete data and records. Menu item descrip- 
tions can be edited to reflect local procedures 
or terms. Menu options and progressions are 
self explanatory. OperatordtechniciansPibrar- 
ians will be able to perform most transactions 
with little training. The on-line help is excel- 
lent as far as it goes. Some complex tasks may 
require additional information. 
The individual templates consist of fixed- 
length fields. The fields were long enough for 
our test data, so they did not pose a problem. 
Some of the field names were difficult to 
interpret intuitively; but as with all systems, as 
the user becomes familiar with its idiosyncra- 
sies, the user will adapt. Addresses may need 
to be modified for some publishers. Unlike 
some database programs, users are not re- 
quired to complete all fields to add records to 
the database. 
Acting as the core for some special libraries, 
the Cataloging module has individually de- 
signed templates for entry of books, serials, 
journal articles, chapters in books, reports, 
congressional documents, and added copies. 
At the end of the data entry, a simple control- 
end saves the record and a carriage return 
displays a blank template. ASCII records from 
other database sources may be imported. After 
this review was written, ON POINT released 
separate software, which will derive a TLC 
record from a MARC record. 
The circulation section, called Borrow, pro- 
vides easy access to items lent and items re- 
turned. The templates and field names were 
clear and functionseasil y performed. We found 
this module u> be the best designed in TLC. All 
library staff can learn to use this quickly. As an 
added bonus for school libraries, youcan search 
by grade or group to get a listing of items 
charged out. 
Interlibrary loan is separated from the Bor- 
row module. Some libraries may be used to 
having these functions combined, but this is 
desirable for libraries that do not monitor in- 
ternal loans. These libraries may prefer that 
the interlibrary loan function stand alone. This 
module has templates for items lent to and 
items borrowed from other libraries. It also 
allows for entering information on cooperat- 
ing libraries. The standardized reports were 
very logical and useful. Return of interlibrary 
loans is simple and requires only a few key- 
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strokes. Standard interlibrary loan forms may 
be printed from this module. 
The Serials module supports check-in, rout- 
ing, claiming, binding, and fairly sophisti- 
cated fund accounting. Reports include lists of 
journal titles and individuals receiving them; 
holdings report listed alphabetically by title; 
current subscriptions with frequency but no 
holdings; and journals with expiration dates. 
Accounting reports include a quickly acces- 
sible total of expenditures by title and client 
charges. 
Fund accounting is also an integral part of 
the Orders module. Fund accounting may be 
seen on the screen or printed as in all of the 
otherreports. This module holds vendor infor- 
mation in a separate file. Using codes the 
library staff selects, the vendor information is 
attached to the individual order. This informa- 
tion is printed as an order. Templates are 
straightforward and reportsare useful and easy 
to produce. 
The Memos module covers the more infor- 
mal "office" automation function. In cases 
where a library controls office memos, re- 
ports, or whatever, this module gives you the 
skeleton for developing an index to this paper- 
work. It is a searchable, brief record, which 
allows you to assign keywords and input a 
short abswact. This is an unexpected bonus of 
the TLC product. 
Searching the catalog is relatively easy. The 
fist option is through the cataloging module 
using the menus. You can narrow the search to 
either author or title by using other menu 
options. Also available is a Hits feature, which 
shows the number of matching records for 
each search. The second option is using the 
Global Search. The Global Search function is 
separate from the menu system. It searches all 
modules using Boolean logic, in addition to 
the segment searches, truncation, and proxim- 
ity searches. Reports of search research re- 
sults can be printed. 
In order to evaluate the ease of use and 
clarity of the software, each of us first tried to 
manipulate the modules with no assistance 
from the manual or the on-line help. Much of 
the menu-driven system was intuitive. We 
found the manualsand theon-line helpoffered 
advice when needed. Librarians who are fa- 
miliar with askSam will find this product use- 
ful. Those not familiar with ask Sam will need 
more time to explore all of TLC's features. 
Since this review was prepared, ON 
POINT'S developer has informed us of a num- 
ber of enhancements to the software. We have 
not seen these improvements and so are unable 
to comment on them. Some of the changes 
reported follow. The MARC interface is now 
available. Two more modules have been de- 
veloped: Locate provides branch library hold- 
ings control and Document provides full text 
retrieval to be used with Memo or indepen- 
dently. In addition to many new reports and 
forms, ON POINT has made the following 
changes: Memo has expanded to include a 
separate section for controlling vertical file 
documents; serials records archiving has been 
streamlined; and backup and disk storage pro- 
cedures have been designed to be done in one 
operation. 
Catherine R. Selden, Urban Institute, and 
Jean R. Conrad, Federal Trade Commission. 
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For only $395 (In North Amerlca) or $425 (outs~de North Amer~ca), the new L~brary of Congress CDMARC Serials 
glves you 600.000 top quality ser~al records-lnclud~ng those from the US. Newspaper Program. 
No other CDROM product del~vers so much for so I~ttle. Some products Include a ser~als order processlng system 
and fewer records ... others don't glve you full USMARC records wmth LC call numbers and subject headmngs .... and all cost 
more, often much more! Only CDMARC Serials supplles the complete CONSER database on CDROWand at a 
price that can't be matched. You get qumck, easy and economical access to rel~able CONSER ser~al records plus the 
opportunity to do the follow~ng: 
Cut online costs for obtaining CONSER quality cataloging records without watching the dock. Access 
rel~able CONSER records-and download them to your system lmmedlately n USMARC format. 
Insure record qudity. CONSER records are contributed by the Lmbraly of Congress, the Nat~onal L~braryof Canada 
Natlonal Agricultural L~brary, Natmonal L~braly of Medlclne and more than 16 other major research lnstltutlons 
Speed interlikary ban & reference functions. Use the 1 6  search and 1 4  browse Indexes to get accurate 
c~tatlons qulckly 
Spot new journal titles. Acqulslt~ons Ihbrar~ans, publ~shers and Indexers find publmcatlons In your areas of Interest 
as they appear- lncludlng U S prepubllcatlon cltat~ons from the Natronal Senals Data Program 
One dmsc Fully cumulated drsc mssued quarterly Manual quick reference gu~de, keyboard template, brnder and 
lnstallat~on software lncluded 
1993 Subsaiption (4 issues): $395 North America ($425 Outride North America) 
O R D E R  T O D A Y - A T  N O  R I S K !  
["No questions asked" refund within 90 days.) 
No additional charge for IAN use. 
3 ~ l o w - c o s t , h i g t c q u d i t y L i b a r y o f ~ C D R O M p o w e r t o o k :  
CDMARC S m  (the entlre LC subject authonty file) D~scount Package' CDMARC Names and CDMARC Sub~ects 
CDMARC NamaP (the entlre LC name authonty file) CDMARC B i b l i i e  (over 4 mlllon records) 
Call fax or write for more detalls & demo d~skettes 
Customer Sewtces Sectton/Dept AB, Catalogrng Dlstr~butlon Service Wash~ngton, DC 20541 5017 
Telephone 18002553666 (toll free In U S ] (202) 7076100 Fax (202) 707 1334 
O. S O * M I I .  
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World~c lass  Discoveries 
r----------------------- 
... begin with world-class information. It's the I 1 I 
kind of information you'll find in Biological I Yes ! Send me a free I AbstractsO (BA) and Biological AbstractsAZRW I I 
(Reports, Review, Meetings) ( B m M ) .  I copy of H o w  to  Use Biological I I Abstracts and  Biological I 
Comprehensive Coverage ... I AbstracWRRM. I 
I 
... sets BA and B M R M  apart from other refer- I 
ence materials. BA contains full bibliographic I 
information and abstracts from the latest I I 
biological and biomedical literature, carefully 
selected from nearly 7,000 journals worldwide. I 
BARRMsupplies exhaustive coverage of papers I 
from international meetings and symposia, as I 
well as books, reviews and other items not found I in most life science reference tools. I 
I 
A Solid Information I I 
Foundation ... I ! 
I 
I 
Name I I 
I 
I 
Title I I 
I 






City State I I 
I 
I 
Country Postal Code I 
I 
... for life science research is yours with BA, 
BAIRRM and their Cumulative Indexes. Togeth- 
er, this powerful information package provides 
thorough, accurate coverage of the research 
that can lead to  world-class discoveries! 
Call today for your free copy of How to 
Use Biological Abstracts and Biological 
AbstractsflRM! 1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA); 
(215) 587-4800 (worldwide); Internet: 
BIOSIS@Al .RELAY.UPENN.EDU. Or, simply 
return the coupon. 
I I Return this coupon to BIOSIS Marketing De- I 
I partrnent. 2lOOArch Street. Philadelphia, PA I 
1 19103-1399 USA or to the Official Represen- I tative or Authorized Distributor in your area. I 
I I 
I slosls" I 
I I 
I Information for Todays Decisions and Discoveries I 
I BlOSlS is a registered trademark I 
I I 
I of Biological Abstracts. Inc. I 
I I 
I SL493 I 
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TQM Update from NTIS 
Last year, we introduced you to NTIS' new Total Quality Management (TQM) initiative. (Remember 
the ad that b e g a n 3  means NTIS staff go the extra mile ..." ?). Frankly, we had such a good response, we 
thought you'd like to hear about some of our latest success stories 
A California company saved $700 by placing a n  order for a a 60-volume publication on 
international communications directly with NTIS. 
A waste water management company in Texas placed a rush order for a manual on 
drinking water criteria. They also needed a copy of a single page of the report that day 
hTIS 'faxed' the critical page before noon, and also shipped the full document that 
afternoon. 
At 11AM. one Monday morning a New York City-basedmanagement consulting firm 
called the NTIS Sales Desk to request same-day availability of a 193page report. We had 
the report ready for pickup in hours 
At 2PM on a Friday afternoon a law firm in San Antonio called in an order for 11 
documents cited in the Federal Register. The documents were needed Sat in preparation 
for a meeting with a congressman. NTIS had the entire order ready within 2 hours for 
overnight shipment. 
Just  before lOAM (EDT), NTIS received an electronic order addressed to the W I S  
Super Duper Rush Emergency Dept." from a major university. 
We filled orders for over 3 million reports, data es, soRware programs, and more with greater than 
99.9% accuracy. If you haven't been using NTIS' full senice delivery program, you're in for a surprise. 
TQM is working a t  NTIS, the federal source for U S .  and foreign government-sponsored scientific, 
technical and business-related research. For more information, call (703) 487-4650.01' write to: NTIS, 
Springfield, Va. 22161and ask for the free 1993 NTZS Products & Services Catalog. (PR-8271 MF 1. 
P.S.: We also have a great Catalog of Federal TQM Documents available from NTIS. It's free for the 
asking when you call and request PR-893. We're looking forward to hearing from you! 
For over half a century, librarians have relied on 
the classic Gavlord Model C Charging System. 
- - ,  
It's twice as fast as hand-charging, yet 
training takes only minutes. The confidential 
numbering system protects the privacy of 
patrons. And ifs v q  affordable - our low-cost 
leasing option is only $140.00 the first year! 
Whether you need a replacement system for an older 
manual or thermal-paper charging method, an alternate 
date due labeling system, or a backup for your computer- ) 1-800-6340475 
based system, you'll find the Model C a hfesaver. FAX: I - S O O - Z ~ Z - ~ ~ I Z  
For more details, call our toll-free number - and 
" C  why an old fnend can be the best of all. rlw T r w k d  h u r ~ e  
Syracuse, New York Sanford, Korth Carolina Los Angeles, California 
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Specialists in Planning and Upgrading Library Facilities for Information Technologies: 
o Feasibility Study 
o Needs Assessments 
o Service Plans 
o Building Programs 
o Architectural Services 
o Interior Design Services 
o Plan Reviews 
o General and In-house workshops 
o Value Engineering 
o ADA Facility Surveys 
Libraries with limited budgets can avail themselves of set fees or hourly consultations. 
Teatown Road, RR1, Box 636, Croton-on-Hudson, New Yo* 10520 
TEL: 914-271-8170; 914-271-5472 FAX: 914-231-2434 
America's premier line of books for marketing, advertising, 
media, public relations and sales promotion professionals. 
208 pages, Hardbound 224 pages, Hardbound 320 pages, Hardbound 220 pages, Hardbound 
#BB3250-5. $24.95 #BB3476-1, $39.95 #BB3254-8, $79.95 #BB3454-0, $49.95 
To place an order or receive our complete catalog 
Call Gail Cassel: 1-800-323-4900 (or 1-708-679-2494) 
& NTC Business BOO ks . ., ciivision Nit: PuUihiip (;inllp 
4255 West Touhy Avenue. Lmcolnwood, IL 60646-1975.1-800-323-4900 or 1-708-579-5500 Fax: 1-708-679-2494 AD0488 
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference 





FOR EI,ECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 
13/E, ('93) 0-07-020984-7 
Classon, F. SURFACE MOUNT TECHNOLOGY FOR CONCURRENT 
ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING, ('93) (047-01120&2) 
Considine, D. PROC]ESS/INDU!WRIAL INSraUMWlS AND 
CONTROLS HANDBOOK, ('93) (0-07-012445-0) 
Johnson, R. ANTENNA ENGINERING HANDBOOK, 3/E ('93) 
(0-07-032381-X) 
Lund, H. MCGRAW-HILL RECYCLING HANDBOOK, ('93) 
(0-07-039096-7) 
McPartland, J. MCGRAW-HILL EtANDBOOK OF ELECllUCAL 
CONSI'RUCIION CALCULATIONS, ('93) (0-07-045682-8) 
Parker, S. MCGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ENGINEERING, 
2/E ('93) (0-07-051392-9) 
RESEARCH BOOKS, INC. 
Serving Special Libraries for 30 Years 
Post Office Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443 
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Outside Connecticut call 800-445-RELY 
23A special libraries 
Paint your own 
nicture 
with h s t ~ e a r c h  
"rmany 
Ad#** libraries. 
providing reference databaes to patrons 
h a  meant supporting a confusing 
hodgepodge of technologies, 
workstations, and services. Wouldn't it be 
nice if one system could simplify your 
efforts and meet most of your 
information needs? 
The Firstsearch Catalog is the most 
adaptable patron reference system 
available today. Like an artist selecting 
colors, you have a wide range of options 
with FirstSearch to create the perfect 
reference picture for your library. 
Flexibility to choose databases 
Pricing flexibility-per search 
or flat fee 
Common user interface- 
yours or ours 
Remote and/or in-house access 
OCLC Dedicated Line, 
Internet, Dial Access 
Document Ordering and ILC 
With FirstSearch, you have lots of 
flexibility, which is vital in a time of 
exploding choice and unpredictable 
change. You can tailor FirstSearch to fit 
in with today's patron service 
strategies-and tomorrow's. 
Now is the time to paint the FirstSearch 
picture that's best for you. 
The Simple Solution. 
Firstsearch. 
U.S. and Canada (800) 848-5878 
Ohio (800) 848-8286 
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International Publications Service 
a division of Taylor &Francis 
Industrial Groupings in Japan 
1992-93, 10th Edition 
"The Anatomy of the Keiretsu" 
This definitive guide to conirnercial and 
industrial groupings in ,japan includes de- 
tailed capital investment information and 
graphic flow charts of cros.;ownership rela- 
tions in over 3,000 major lapancse compa- 
nirs. The stt-ength of the major Japanese 
group companies in the 10 major- indnxries is 
compared with that of leading overseas 
counterparts. .A detailed analysis of each of 
the group companies listed on the stock ex- 
change is given, in consideration to the rela- 
tive degree and strength of'aftiliation to the 
gl-oup. 
Kecent activitiesofthe eight major indus- 
tl-ial groupsand 3 1 vertically-integrated groups 
is psovided, along with complete lists of the 
companies connected with the 39 groups by 
industrial classification, giving degrees of 
inclination, annual sales, new income, paid- 
up capital, and number of rrnployees. Also 
included is a list ofjoint ventures between the 
major group companies and oversc.as compa- 
nies with the names of Japanesc and foreign 
partners, paid-up capital, and pel-centages of 
shares held. 
Dodwell Marketing Consultants 
1992 0-8002-43064 




USA & Canada 
This totally ~.evised cdition covers 8,200 
Japanese-affiliated co~npanies in North hne r -  
ica. Eritries list company nalnc, status, type of 
t,usine\s, products/sen.ices, ;iddress, phone 
nlirnt~cr, chief cxecutivr, ;nitl,Japat~ese parent 
European Public Affairs 
Directory 1993 
3rd Edition 
kdzlrrl by A l m  F d h k  
This directon is an indispensable pr-ofes- 
sional tool for anyone wanting to contact top 
European decision makers in Brussels and the 
European Cornmunit>. Comprehensi\r and 
easy to use, the D i r r c t q  features naincs, ad- 
dresses, tbx and telephone number\ of -1,000 
top decision makers in Europe. I t  include, key 
people in corporatioris, European institutions, 
diplomatic corps, trade and spcrial inLt.I-est 
groups, as well as law firms, consultancies and 
the media. 
In addition, the I)irrrlol?; has other practi- 
cal features such as useful maps, e\cnt calem 





This PI-estigious directory is the onl) com- 
prehensive annual trade directory that cata- 
logs all business links hehveen the US and the 
C'K. It contains nearly 20,000 company entries 
known to have transatlantic links, and indi- 
cates the nature of the I-elationship, ~ . g .  s u b  
sidiasy, agent, etc. 
The book is arranged in three rnajor sec- 
tions. The alphabetical listing provides full 
details of companies, including name, ad- 
dress, telecom details, principle executives, 
and more. The Classified section gives the 
name of each company in alphabetical se- 
quence by the US (;overnment Standard 111- 
dustrial Classification (SIC) coding. 
Amer~car~ Chamber o f  Chnrrrerte (L  K )  
0-95203 1-60-4 I99 2 
S<: 9 2 . 5 ~ ~  $185.00 
International Publications Service 
Call Toll Free 1-800-821 -831 2 C/O Taylor & Francis 
or telefax 1-21 5-785-551 5 1900 Frost Road, Suite 101 
Bristol. PA 19007-1 598 
special libraries 
"The most important business 
reference book of the decade." 





LORNA M. DANIELLS 
"If you are going to purchase only 
one book for reference, get this one." 
-Industrial Marketing 
0-520-08348-2 $35.00 cloth 
0 d c r  toll$w 1-800-822-6657. * 
University of . . , , m,,  ,
California Press 
Berkeley Los Anpelts New York Oxford 
I i I ANNUAL ; 
I 
I : REPORTS ; 
Call  Globa l  
The best source for foreign 
annual reports 
Phone orders accepted 
Over 12,000 companies 
Free brochure 
Fast, confidential 
Global Information Services, Inc. 
1605 South Big Bend Blvd. 





MILAS -1, -2 & -3 ! 
Easy-to-learn, easy-to-use PC or 
compatible software programs for 
Cataloging/OPAC, Circulation 
Control, and Serial Control, in 
standalone or multi-user version. 
lbgether they form MILAS-1000, an 
ntegrated library automation system. 
Module ....... Single- User ... Multi-user 
MILAS- 1 .......... $795 ........... $1,595 
MILAS-2 .......... $395 .............. $795 
MILAS- 3. ......... $495 .............. $995 
MILAS- 1000 ... $1,495 .......... $2,695 
'repayment with 8.25% CA Sales tax 
MILAS Consultants 
1 1569 Arroyo Oaks 
Los Altos, CA 94024 




VALIDITY & INFRINGEMENT TO 
ASSIST IN LITIGATION 
PATENT CURRENT AWARENESS 
MONITORING 
W TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS 
US and international, notably Japan and 
western Europe. All searches conducted by our 
own staff scientists and engineers. Thorough 
results, prompt service, personal attention to 
detail and competitive rates. 
Call (800) 223 9697 or fax (703) 486 0030 
Woolcott & Company 
1745 Jefferson Davis Hwy, Arlington, VA 22202 
lobal markets are a f f eccq  busmess 
more than ever before. Whether 
you're looklng for lolnt vencures In 
lapan, researchlngproducrs In Pans, or 
track~ngacomper~tor In the Middle 6 s ~ .  
, 
lnremarmnal ~nformar~on has been hard to 
by DacaTlmes br~ngs you ~nfor 
qu~cXIy vla your computer. 
electron~c mad, or facs~mlle 
You'll have access ro over 14CO 
f~nanc~al  reoorts and much more You 
Sunday Times, The Jerusalem Post 
Middle East News Network, The Free 
China loumal, South  chi^ Morning 
Post, and Singapore Press Holdings, co 
name a few 
A DaraTlmes P A S S PORT (Personal- 
 zed Automated Search Service) w~l l  do 
all of [he work The  ~nformatlon can 
even be faxed r~ghc o you' There's no 
l ~ m ~ r  ro rhe benef~n of hav~ng  Inrema- 
clonal ~nformat~on 
Endless mternar~onal opportunltles awalt- you 
w ~ r h  DaraTlmes Forademonsuar~on orrnore mforma- 
can fmd valuable ~nformar~on from rlon call 1-800-642-2525 Explore A World of 
The Times of London and The Informarlon char knows no boundarm 
Datalimes" 
A World of Informationm 
27A special libraries 
Introducing the OGLC TECIIPRO Service 
Today T l~branes are kdced \nth unprecedented 
demand* Llbran, staff are stretched to the 11m1t 
IP? i t  5 easv to fall khmd on your catabgng That T where the OCLC TkCHPRO Qrvlce comes ~n Whether lou need 
Techn~cal Reportr D~fficult formats Fore~gn language Items Speclal 
collect~ons Or evelyday matenal Work~ng from actual matenals or 
1 photocop~ed t~tle pages, Ohlo based TECHPRO 5taff wdl meet Four 
catalog~ng spec~ficat~ons md )our quahty demand< 
b And at a reasonable pnce 
In fact, many libraries discover that the TECHPRO service lowen their 
catalog~ng cosb and frees up time for other projects. 
As your library strives to become more effic~ent wh~le maintain~ng the 
same high level of se~ce, shouldn't you explore the OCLC TECHPKO 
Senice? Call us for pncingdetails. 
US. md Canada (8001 848-6878 Ohio (800) 8488286 
TO THE WORUI'S 
Great partners can do great things Discover Your personal Account Executive is always there 
new ideas create new products explore new to answer questions solve problems Our 
frontiers And together you and Readmore can technical team works non stop to meet your 
dogreat things in ser~alsmanagement You know needs And our top management represents 
your library your collection and clients We re your interests to the library community and 
smart about serials experienced with publish- publishers worldwide From onlineordering tocollec 
ers experts ~n autornat~on As parlners well lion specilic reports to custom-deslgned interfaces you 
create a customized set of services systems and reDoris can count on us for a rapid response and the right solut~on 
des~gned just for you 
So if you re ready to give teamwork a try call Readmore 
A Readmore partnership is your guarantee of personal today at 800 221-3306 Because together we can do 
attention fast and flexible service professional support great things 
Your Partner in Serials Management 
22 Cortlandt Street . New York . New York 10007 . 212-349-5540 . 800-221-3306 . Fax 212-233-0746 
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Are You Odv Gem 
Pm Of The infor 
You Really Neec 
To Run Your Busi 
You know the feel~ng 24 hours a day [even while you're off line!) to 
It creeps into your stomach every time you're compile a conclse, personal news brlef~ng 
forced to  say "If only " NewsFlash gets a b ~ g  star " Bill Yerkes. 
"If only I 'd seen that opportunity If only we Munagerof Qual~ly Assurance Lotus Development 
had some kind of warning If only I had the A world of priceless information-now 
tlme, money and staff to make sure we weren't yours to sample at a very down to earth price, 
m~ssing anything important ' See for yourself how our Working Knowledge can 
If '"Iy you weren't missing out On enhance your present information sources, with 
Information specialists say NewsNet the best introductcry offer ~n our IO-year history 
completes the search for vital information. After I got more ~nformatlon about 
All online services provide lnformatlon But NewsNet I started uslng it a lot I also not~ced 
only NewsNet gives you over 550 that the prlces are lower ' Charlotte WKX Clark. 
business newsletters online. Library Manauer GTE 
plus over 20 of the world s Call for a NewsNet Starter K I ~  It will 
leading business newswires arrive complete w ~ t h  a demo disk, 2 hours of 
~nvestment analysts' reports, online tlnie so you can learn on us (min 
cred~t reports, stock quotes $ 1  20 value] a 3-month membersh~p 
and more ($45 value1 free delivery of NewsFlash 
It's Working Knowledge h1t5 for a full month News On 
Knowledge that makes a NewsNet catalog, Gett~ng Started 
d~fference Gu~de conf~dent~al ID and 
"I find news on NewsNet we password-all for lust $79 95 All 
couldn't have found any other way with no commitment to enter an 
That's saved us money " Bob Hu~avuiek, Ir extended subscrlptlon 
General Manager. Oak Tree Publ~shing Call today There's no 
' NewsNet IS the only online servlce that pro- reason to miss out any longer 
vides real tlme on the wrres Cllents are thrjlled I 
can retrieve an art~cle that ran 10 mlnutes ago Call 1-800-952-0122, Operator #44 today. 
Karyn Sternberger Manaqer of Information SPNIC~~. Get two FREE hours of online time. 
Ketthum Publ~c Relations 
- 
Our exclusive NewsFlashm service even - - - - - - -  - - - - - -- . - =-: = :  i -"  
- - - - -- - - . . . - - 
  
-- - - - - - 
--  . 
sifts the news for you! You tell NewsNet the sub- -  - - - - - -  -. . - - -- - --  .  . -   - -. - -  - - -  . . - - 
. -  -   
-- - . - - . - - - - 
-   - 
- jects that lnterest you most NewsFlash will then - 
automat~cally scan over 15.000 articles each day, Work~ng KnowledgeTY 
Offer available to new subscribers only. One kit per subscriber. Offer expires January 31. 1994 
01992 NewsNet. Inc. All rights reserved. NmvsNet and Newsflash are registered service marks of NewsNet Inc 
29A specid libraries 
MAKE NEW FRIENDS, AND KEEP 
THE OLD: OUR INFORMATION 
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT GROUP 
HAS GROWN MUCH LMGER. 
Ilm Corhcrt. MLS 
Lor Angclcr 
I vihcth Chuck, M1.S 
UC1.A 
Chicago 






You may recognize the faces of the charter members of the NEXlS Information Professional Support 
Group. But now there are seven new members: Pat Alderson in Hartford, Jim Corbett in Seattle, Colleen Allen 
in D.C., Gail Stahl in Atlanta, Jean Fisher in Morristown, Jane Freeman in Dallas and Sonya Oliver in Columbus. 
As a whole and individually, this team has one purpose - to serve professional librarians with specialized semi- 
nars and one-to-one consultation in areas such as data base usage or marketing of your information center. 
T h e  next time you need information or assistance with the NEXIS service or any aspect of electronic 
information retrieval, just call and talk to  one of your peers.They're here to  help you in any way they can. 
The Information Professional Support Group. They're your information NEXIS" --=- "Ah-"
I-=- partners. For the name of the Support Croup member close to you, call your 
=-1- wvr- 
account representative, or phone toll-free 1 800 346-9759. YOUR INFORMATION PARTNERS 
I: I'V); h t d  I l ~ t a  ( rntral  In' 1\11 right\ rewwrd NkXI\  15 a rcu~\tcl-ed r ~ a d c ~ n , , ~ L  and TI  I 1  \VOKI I )  lh YOUR H.ZNI l  log,, 15 2 rrailcrnjrl\ i l l  \led I)ata  ( cnt la l  l n i  
Plan Now for. . . 
ONLINEICD-ROM '93 
Washington Hilton, Washington, DC November 1,2 & 3 
9 Ways You'll Benefit From The Premier Conference 
& Expo For Information Professionals 
1. Learn Money-saving Search Strategies 
2. Gather Time-saving Tips 
3. Try New Databases . . . Both Online & CD-ROM 
4. Network With Colleagues 
5. Stretch Your Mind With New Concepts 
6. Hear About New System Features 
7. Peer Ahead To Future Developments & Trends 
8. Visit The Big Exhibit Hall 
9. Take Home Practical Ideas You Can Use Now 
For information on Early Bird Discounts and a free Advance Program, 
call toll-free: 1-8001248-8466 
(In CT 761-1466); Fax 2031761-1444 or write 
Online Inc., 462 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897-2126 
